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The Military is Merciless.
Outrageous Police
Power Given.

Mullet.

Lib-

-

L. E

"VI

.j.
crty tniigmening
the World.

STATEHOOD

ises for Hidden Arms
and Documents. .Lis .a
STATUS PAID

BILL

t

i-

gines. Y would vote for It, although in
v Inally niittee
voted
the democrats
arrivednst it, simply because the demo-''-Iofh
substitute of absolute free
uje e has
not been supported by the
republicans.
in out U1B uttoniien en. en IU Lilt!
Har trust by a qtwtk Trnm Brous-arof Louisiana, lie declared dramatically; .
I li leu you tuuui luv oufiai iiuiii.
;
If you sugar beet people over there
, will vote with us to wipe out the dif-referential tariff of 26V4 cents on
fined sugar, we will kill the. sugar
irusi as aeaa us a, niunei.
CONDUCT OF CANAL

COM-

MITTEE IS SUSPICIOUS,
Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. Because
of the absence of Chairman Millard
and several of the other members Of
the senate committee on the Isthmian
Canal, there will be no meeting of the
committee to consider the nomination
for members of the Canal Commission
until after the senate reconvenes on
Monday next.
The committee intends to give any
person desiring it opportunity to be
heard for or against the confirmation
of nominations. After the conflrnia
lions of commissioners shall have
been disposed of, it Is said the com
mlttee will take un the question of
reorganizing the s Varies to be paid
the employes.
BILL FOR STATEHOOD O
'STILL WITH COMMITTEE.
Special to The Citizen:
Washington, D. C, Jan. 5. The
house committee on territories continues the hearing of the joint statehood hill, which was begun Monday.
Possibly they will be ready to report,
to the house on the 15th After reasonable time for debate, it Is expected
that the bill will pass tbe house.
MORE MONEY WANTED
FOR LIBERTY STATUE.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 5. Congressman Joseph A. Gouldcn, representing the Eighteenth Congressional
District of New York in the House of
Representatives, has acted in accordance with the wishes of a large number of Hew Yorkers, when he Introduced the bill asking for an appropriation of $25,000-tbe used in supplying an electrical equipment sufficient to adequately
illuminate the
statue of Liberty, by Bartholdl, which
stands on Bodloe Island, In the harbor of New York, and is supposed to
illuminate that harbor at night. Ever
since the government took the statue,
in 1903. only 135.0(H) a year has been
allowed for the purpose of maintaining
i he light
in t'he torch of the statue.
The inadequacy of the light has been
ridiculed by thousands of visitors, and
for a long time there has been a sentiment in favor of adding, in some way,
to the Illumination, so as to make
the outlines of the statue visible at
night. As it is, the statue cannot be
seen at night, excepting that part of
the torch nearest the light.
NATIONAL

GUARDS

NOW

OVERRUN THE CAPITAL.
Washington, 1). C, Jan. 5. The national capital lias been invaded by
representatives of the militia of the
various states, who have coine here
to attend the annual convention of the
Interstate National Guard Association.
The session was opened this morning
by the president of the association,
General Charles Hick of Ohio. Many
prominent national guards officers are
in attendance, among them General O.
.Moulton of Illinois, Colonel
F. D.
VOvans of Nebraska, General John 1).
Frost of South Carolina. General N.
H. Henry of New York, Gi neral F. J.
Stewart of Pennsylvania,
General
William Slopford of Massachusetts,
General C. It. Foster of Virglna. GenRlggs of Maryland. General
eral
Armefield of North Carolina, and
many others. After the president had
read his annual report, and the other
I'fiieers hail submitted their reports
Tor the rant year, a number of interesting papers on military subjects
were read by several distinguished officers of the United States army, who
had an opportunity to observe the late
Japanese-Russiawar at close range.
Among the papers were some ou the
efficiency of various arms, ponders,
etc., on improvements In the signal
service and on medical matters. The
will last uuti! January

;

.

GENERAL
HADLEY,
IS GETTING
THE
GOODS ON THE BIG MONOPOLY
IN
VH AT
STATE HAS UNEARTHED SECRET OF HOW INDEPENDENTS ARE KILLED AND
THEN OIL BOOSTED AWAY UP
TO CONSUMERS.

REWARD FOR

EACH FOUND

Jefferson

City,

Mo., Jan. 0.
Oil company

I.-- .

St. Petersburg, Jan. 6 The government's victory over the revolutionists has been quite decisive, although open revolt continues in many
places in the itnerlor. The military is
employed mercilessly, and gradually
the movement Is being stifled. These
fires of revolt, however, are smothered but not extinguished, and the
main fear is that the government, encouraged by success, will fall into
the very error of which the revolutionists were guilty, and attempt to
press its advantages too far.
Already there are signs that the
policy of repression may be carried
to a point which is sure to again
arouse the resentment and discontent of the very classes which shrank
from the violent
program of the
"reds." In t. Petersburg, for instance, the wholesale and close search
by the police has been succeeded by
a particularly
offensive measure of
the prefect of police, which practically gives the dvornlks, or house porters, a free hand to search private
lodgings for arms and suspicious
persons for documents, offering them
a premium of fifty cents for the discovery of every revolver or bomb, and
twenty-fiv- e
cents for each knife.
Such a measure naturally will arouse
the cupidity of the house of porters,
and restore the intolerable system of
personal espionage.
ONE SAMPLE AMONG
MANY HUNDREDS.

Tukum, Courtland. Russia, Jan. 6.
Between 500 and 800 persons were
killel or wounded here during the
late revolution.
SAN

DOMINGO QUIET,
MORALES IMPEACHED.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. Cable
advices received today at the state
department from San Domingo announce that the revolution is prac
tically at an end. 1 he troopB are
dispersing to their homes and the
country is again becoming quiet.
hits been Issued
A proclamation
announcing the decision of congress
to impeach the fugitive president,
i
General Morales.

MERRY

TIME

LAWYERS STILL TRY
TO SAVE HOCH.

Springfield, III., Jan. 5. The at
torneys for johann Hoch, who is un
der sentence of death in Chicago, for
wife murder, today filed In the State
Supremo Court a motion tor the re
hearing of hirt case.
TROOPS ARE
RtADY FOR CHINA.
Manila. Jan. o. Great, activity now
prevails umoiig tbe troops in the garrison ut Manila. Throe regiments are
under field orders, In view of MBsi-b'- .e
eventualities in China.
MANILA

State of Missouri vs. Standard Oil.
New YofK, Jan. 5. Representatives
of the State of Missouri and of the
Standard Oil company appeared let'ore
Commissioner Henry Wollman tblB
morning, when the case of the State
(f Missouri against the Standard Oil
company, fur alleged violation of the'
anti-trulaw. was called for a near-- ,
Ing. Attorney General Hadley of Mls-- j
souri and several assistants repre-- 1
suited the State of Missouri, while
tbe Standard Oil company was represented by an Imposing array ot legal
talent. Among those present were a
number of prominent officials of the
Standard Oil company, who had been
subpoenaed to appear as witnesses at
the bearing before
Commissioner
Wolliuan. Among them were Henry
H. Rogers, James A. Moffat, of tue
executive committee of the company;
Frank Q. Harstow, and Howard Page.
In all, twenty-thredirectors and
Oil company
of the Standard
have been suminoin'd to appear as
wiluesses.
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ANTICIPATED
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ndnded Down by Interstate Gage Agrees Win Schltf
Commerce Commission on
Through Rates.

Ejected from White House
and Charged With Disorderly Conduct.

Panic from

dicting
Non-Elastici-

Pre-

ty

CUBA ANOTHER YOUNG MURDERER

A SMALL

FORFEITED

BOND

Puts His Ohio Husband Refuses to Talk and
Body on the Railroad
Wife Collapses in
Tracks.
Washington.
Companion and

QUIBBLES EMPLOYED
TO DEFEAT JUSTICE.
Bedford said he had been engaged
in the business of refining oil since
1870, aud was formerly with Boyd &
Thompson.
"Was the latter company absorbed
by the Standard Oil?" asked Attorney
General Hadley.
"We object on the ground that the
question has no bearing on the is
sues," said Mr. Hagerman of counsel
for the corporation.
Attorney General Hadley Insisted
on the question being answered. Wm.
V. Rowe, of counsel
for the companies, instructed the witness not to
answer, but Mr. Hadley said witness
had no right of counsel. The com
missioner directed Bedford to answer,
but Rowe Interposed, savin tt:
"WltneA hull not answer. We are
pleading uVJer the laws of the state
of New York."
"We are proceeding under the laws
of Missouri," replied Hadley.
"I want you to take down my objection," said Rowe.
"I shall not do it, unless directed by
the court,' said Commissioner Sanborn.
When the question was repeated,
the witness replied:
"By advice of counsel, I decline to
answer."
Bedford refused, on advice of counsel, to answer what was his employment or what was his business three
years ago.

New York, Jan. 5. Lyman J. Gage,!
Washington, D. C, Jan. C. In an
Washlneton. D. C... Jan. C Mrs.
opiniou by Chairman Knapp, of the former Secretary of the Navy said to-- j Minor Morris, who yesterday
was
agrees with Jacob H.
rtav
,rc,m tl,e
1,110 HoUHe-- afler
Interstate commerce commission to- Scruffthatin he
the opinion that a great
day announced its decision in ihe panic Is inevitable, unless steps are insisting upon seeing the pr'ldent,
a
Grain taken to remedv the latielty of the u'lay was in a state of nervous col- case of the St.
company, against me imuois eimui existing currency system. Gage said lapse. Altnougn sne leets Humiliated,
umu nm- - j
runruau nu wie aiuune
approved of Secretary Shaw's ree - ine proposes to let the matter drop.
roau. in lavur i
,.Ua..n.
.Morris was cnarged in tne ponce
of an emergency cir - -"
oininendation
uiw .culatlun of heavily taxed bank notes. ' '""t with disorderly conduct.
She
it was neiu inai in iaci mar. sum;
through rates are less than the
He did did not answer wueu her name was
with certain modifications.
of In and out rates is not 'of itself not care to go Into details in a short called, and forfeited $5 collateral
valid grounds of objection, nor Is it newspaper interview.
wbi ,1 was put up lor her appearance.
unlawful for defendants to maintain
recousignmeut rate, which are k'sher THOUGHT PASSING TRAIN
IF HUSBAND KNOWS
in ouiiit; i;aacs man in 11 jiupwiihhio
HE WON'T I ELL.
WOULD HIDE CRIME.
of through rates, and also that the
Chicago, 111., Jan. 5. Wm. J. Moran,
Hamilton, O.. Jan. 5. Dr. Minor
fact that tbe recousignnient. rate is
sometimes the same as the ortions aged lt, confessed today to the killing Morris, husband of the woman ejected
of other rates does not warrant the last night of Robert Collier, used 17, from the White House yesterday,
or durlug a quarrel, after which Moran while she was demanding to see tbe
illegal conduct
of
inference
says he placed Collier's body on the president, is working on a farm of his
charge of discriminasupport thf
railroad track, in the hope that a pass- brother's here. Neither Ir. Morris
tion.
ing train would hide the evidence of nor lin family would make any state- IOWA AGRICULTURISTS
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING.
the crime. The accidental discovery ment today.
CRIME TOO INHUMAN
Ames, la., Jan. 5. The annual meetTO BE IMAGINED. of the body before a train had passed,
ing of the Iowa Agricultural Union
Havana, Jan. 6. iKiniingo. Doucart, disclosed the fact that Collier had BRITISH STEAMER
SUNK IN SAIGON. opened at the Iowa State Agricultural
an old negro, and Victor Moline, a been killed by a pistol bullet.
Salgonp, French
Jan. College, this morning, with a large
mulatto, were garroted at tbe prison
.. .
5.
The British steamer Carlisle sank attendance.' Many promluent alumni
here today. Both men were regard- - OVERCOAT THIEF HAS
in the Saigon river yesterday, after of the college, and others .interested
ed as witches uy ineir associates.
BEEN APPREHENDED a conflagration on board, following In the agricultural development of the
Their crime was hideous, being the
an explosion on
board of powder, state, are in attendance. The meetmurder of a white baby for the purpose f procuring the heart of a white THOUGH STOLEN GARMENT HAS ilne to spontaneous combustion. Two ing will be highly Interesting, as recrew, un engineer and a sailor, ports on the experimental work carft mule child, which the witches had
FOUND
ONESINO of her
NOT BEEN
missing. Many persons were In- ried on by the members of the organpreserlled as a poultice for a cerCHAVES SENT UP FOR THIRTY are
jured during the excitement attendi- ization will be submitted.
Several
tain woman to cure her of barrenDAYS.
ng the rescue- of the remainder of professors of the college will speak
ness. The child's body was found
crew.
at the banquet tonight.
smoked and saVed, weeks ufter the
Onesino Chaves, the native who the
commission of the crime. A dozen stole a valuable overcoat belonging to
other men and women tire imprisoned Carlo I'luploni from the saloon of C.
in connection with the horrible af- A. Grande, was arrested yesterday affair.
ternoon by Officer Joe Salazar, ot the
local force, at. Santa Uurbara. and
brought back here Chaves admitted
stealing the coai
lie said that he
was drunk at ti.' time and had no
knowledge of wliat prompted hiin to
commit the theft or how or when
he did it. Chaves said that he sold
the coat to a man who afterwards
went into the mountains. He does not
J.iris, Jan. 5. French autornohilists side Issue. r served for a certain
know the name of the party, conseof audacious speed fiends, who
are
areatlv pleased with the decision cllis
quently till the satisfaction the coma re ...Oil....
i:... , 1U
o' '..I.. I. 11 mm "mil
plainant got, or will probably get. was if 1... liil..in.it final A u.lut
attempts to attain the highest
their
to see Chaves sentenced to serve Automobile Clubs not to hold an inAm ricati woman was presented to the thirty days
iu tbe county Jail.
ternational cup race this year. The that this branch of automobillng will
lontifr. notwithstanding tne fact that
As tbe native has a wife and four decision was reached, after the
r
become very Kpular.
In the
th was a divorced woman, ana it u children dependent
upon him for a
ku,wn Ulut l0iv doe m,t ganJ. livelihood, the confinement of Chaves Mates from France, Austria, Germany, first place the dangers connected w ith
wt.
tjlu divorces, and has never counten-wil- l will perhaps be mote Jveenly felt by i'ortugal, Switzerland aud Belgium hih speed racing are becoming very
anced it by receiving any men or them tlan t,y the prisoner himself. had declared Inthat their clubs would; great, and in the second place, blgn
the international con-- speed work must, after all, remain
woman who bad b en divorced.
In The court had no other alternative, n. .t taKe part
test, should It bo arranged for this limited to specially constructed race
latter instance several American however,
In enforcing the law.
;ear. A postponement of the ltiter- - courses. The overwhelmingly majorMsnops seni .iiMm i i'iii.iibi mutes 10
will
ha i'nul Cup Race till next year is ity of automobile
enthusiasts
the vatiean authorities, and the result DEADLY EARTHQUAKE
desirable, owing to the probably devote its energies to the
was that i tic aiiMiorines neciued to reOPENS THE GROUND. ......Mdered
that 'he development of automo- ileveloiuiif nt of distance and endurstrict the grant ins of audiences to
New Yor. Jan. "..A cable dis- m
eon.- -' ruction has, at the present
ance runs, mountain climbing, and the
Americans to a gre.it extent. It has patch to the Herald from Rome.
American anpli-csnts- , Hays: "At Gen.seut.o, a 'own of t,"'' t .me, realised a serious crisis, it is annulment of a mo. lei at u degree of
been ordered that
at prtaei't in a transitory btate. from speed, suitable for public roads all
heiat'er. must be recommend- Inhabitants. In the province of
w.jch. it is txpeeted. an entirely new over the rivilied world.
It is ex
ed by their respective bishops, or
earth sudi'.euly oiietied on type
the
of machine will be evolved. It peeled by next jiar the situa'ion will
have their applica i'ii sipiorted by Thru-.da-fuguifitig ten houses and
is .v'r. ugly believed b many lovers of lie much cl. aivr and It will he isiyslble
some r cognised official here, who as- shattering inanv others, which no
pot", that high speed racing wilt to agiee on conditloni. of an Internasumes the euarantee that the persons threaten to fall
Many persons ue,ii'
entirely
independent tional Cup Race, whiih will be acceptoil Ov an
recommended by him are not, m any buried In the ruins. FuniUen d.ml
anioiiiobiling, au exclusive able to all parili
lii all
way, objectionable.
bodies have so f;u been recoiered

t'r,el

Louis-Indian-

j

I

-

a,

Indo-Chin-

ENTIRELY NEW TYPE

EXPECTED FOR AUTOS

MUST BE REFUSED

'",

--

-

The practice of Am- erlcaa tourists, to consider the vatl-- '
can as one of the curiosities to be ln-- j
eluded in their sight seeing schedules.
be restricted to some extent in
the fututre, at least so far as visits
t
of the pope are concerned. The
ilege of having audiences witn the
pope has been abused recently, by
Americans, in several Instances, and
each of these cases has given considerable offeuse and caused a grtat deal
of annoyance and mortification to the
vatiean authorities
It will be remembered that on otte occaslou, several
months, several Americans, although
fully instructed as to the ceremonial
,
required upon presentation at the
refused to kneel, when tbe pope
appeared. On another occaslou, an

EMERGENCY

RATIONS
WANTED

FOR

MAY.

It has
Washington, P. C Jan.
by the naval authorities
to equip the navv with rrajr emergency rations, and In the near future
will be purti.t'iMi of these rations
chased for the use of landing parties
and in the eierclse of "abandon ship."
The navy has never had an emergency rtion of Its own. but it is the
ish of President Roosevelt that more
work fhull be done by landing parties
; extending over several
day. This, of
".ourse, requires some special provision in the way of food, and it is realized by tbe navy officers that nothing
better can he obtained than the emergency ration which have utood the
i et.t of practical service in the field.
5.

jten decided

,

u.

prlv-ltha-

vatl-cau-

ference With Fleet.
DELIGHTFUL

PLACE

FOUND

ENGLAND MUST GO WITH FRANCE

London, Jan.

5.

The announcement

that the second squadron of the North
miumic ueet. commanded by Rear
Admiral Slgsbee, will be at Gibraltar,
which is near Algoceras, at about the

time when the Moroccan conference
will assemble, has aroused interest
here In rilnlnmnttn ftlrrlna
WAR

MAY SPRING
FROM IDEAL

PLACE.
Algeclras, Spain, Jan. 5. No more
charming spot could have been selected for the meeting of the International
Conference on the Moroccoan question
than Algeclras, which Is a town of
about 15,000 inhabitants, situated picturesquely on the Gulf of Gibraltar,
ouly about five miles across the bav
from Gibraltar. The climate is almost
tropical at this time of the year, and
most beautiful and pleasant. The accommodations of the town are quite
fair, as it is frequently vleited by the
tourists of the "globe-trottespecies,
who know a good hotel from a bad
one, and Insist upon having the beat
any city may offer. The government
has placed one ot the government
buildings at the disposal of the conference, and has made the most elaborate preparations for the convenience of the representatives of the foreign governments attending the conference.
The conference will be formally
opened this, afternoon by M. Paul Re- -'
voll, the principal French representative, who will undoubtedly play a
five, who will undoubtedly play ft
leading part In the conference. It Is a
highly Important gathering, and It is
well understood that the peace of
Europe depends, in a large measure.
upon the result of the deliberations
of the conference. The latter was
called at the request of the Sultan of
Morocco after all negotiations
between Morocco, and Prance concerning,
the Iatter's demand for positive assurances from the Sultan of Morocco
regarding tbe security of the frontier
had failed. France was not willing,. at
first, to consent to an international
conference for tha net I lament of fflu.
Hons, which. In tbe opinion of tbe
French government, concerned only
France and Morocco. .The ' matter,
however, became the suVject of eiten-siv- e
negotiations between the other
powers, and Germany took so decided
a stand In favor of Morocco, that
France finally assented to the holding
of the conference.
The situation between France and
Germany, already strained by tbe antagonistic position Haken by Emepror
William, was aggravated by the publication in France of certain dispatches and official documents, which
involved severe criticisms of the attitude of the German emperor. To offset the effect of the statements contained in the Yellow Book published
by the French government. Germany
published
White Book, which was
practically an answer to the charges
and criticisms contained in the French
Yellow nook.. This added to the friction, and what aggravated tbe situation still more, was the fact that M.
il
Rouvler insisted upon selecting M.
as the representative1 of the
French government t the cocterence,
notwithstanding the plain hints given
out by The German official organs that
M. Revoil was persona non gratia In
Berlin.
Practically nothing will be done, at
the opening session today, as the representatives of the powers will merely
exchange their credentials and will
then probably liold a mere informal
meeting, for the purpose of arranging
for the time of the meetings, the
methods of procedure and other details, which have to be adjusted before the actual work of the conference can begin.
r"

Re-vo-

KILTIES' BAND IS

AN

ORGANIZATION

EXCELLENT

-

MERE SIGHT SEERS

Rome, Jan.

Con-

;

e

IN

Will be At Gibralter

Near Moroccan

e

CRIME

Me

Fight to See Which is Stron- Germany May Make Trouble
ger, Corporation or
n
but is Hardly Expected
State.
to Do So.

Driv-

e

HORRIBLE

EUROPE GUESS

Won't Answer.

more bodies were removed from the Witches Kill White Child to Get Its Kills
Coaldale mine, where many were
Heart For Barren
killed in an explosion last night. This
five
makes a total of twenty-thre- e
Woman.
whites and eighteen negroes.

n

Summons--

and Its
Sov-erigcunningly conceived subsidiary companies from the state of Missouri, is
not proving an easy task, but Attorney General Herbert S. Hadley has
tVERY LEGAL DEVICE EMPLOYED
laith In his ability to accomplish that
end. Ho has begun procedure to formm
..-feit the charters of the subsidiary
Now York. Jan. 5. The taking of
companies and to bar the Standard
testimony In the proceedings of the
Oil company from the state.
State' ot Missouri against the Stand
In the depositions that have been
ard Oil company began this morning
taken at St. I.ouis, Kansas City and
i.efore Frederick H. Sanborn, special
Joplin, it developed that the Standard
commissioner, appointed by Governor
Oil company, tor the purpose of tool
Folk. Hush C. Lake, assistant attorney general of Missouri, came in ading the iKjopla Into the belief that
they were deriving the benefits of
vance of his chief, and when seen !aB;
night at his hotel, said:
competition, organized the Republic
purpose to set wheels In
Oil company and the Waters-Pierc"It Is
Oil company. Their connection with
motion promptly, and to proceed expeditiously. This hearing in New
the parent concern was one of the oil
ATTORNEY GENERAL HADLEY.
York is by no mean the beginning of
trust's secrets.
our work. We began taking testimony
The Standard Oil company did not
seek to gobble the entire Missouri ard Oil company, placed a higher tar- It was the consumer who got the in Missouri four or five months ago,
field. As long as an independent con' iff on the wooden tank cars than on hooks.
and have aleardy obtained .testimony
In this city, before the trust drove showing a division ot territory, and
cern did less than 10 per cent of the those of the Standard Oil company,
field,
oil
per
a
to
giving
profit
L.
the
sold
C. Lobman from the
thus
direct
business .of a community, It was
trade in Missouri, between the Standfor from seven to ten cents a gallon. ard and the Waters-Pierccompany.
mitted to exist. If the independent Standard.
enough.
Standjumped
price
quit,
The
As soon as he
the
We expect to secure cumulative eviconcern sought to branch out, tbe Re
But this was not
twenty-fivgalWaters-Pierctwenty
an
company ard forced tbe railroads to Issue
to
cents a
and
dence on that point, and also to show
public or the
that the Republic Oil company, which
entered the field and drove it out, the order that oil would not, be received .on.
young
Is
Hadley
were
no
a
receivposes as an independent company.
Attorney General
Standard standing Innocently in the at points where there
promany
years
college,!
man, not
ing tanks. Before this order was
from
background.
was organized by clerks in the office
upon
distrib- nut ne is a ngnter. He entered
or the standard Oil company, and
The wagons of the Independent mulgated tbe independents
concerns were followed from store to uted their oil from the tanks on the his present duties with the best rec was backed. by the money of the
prosecutor
store, traffic officials of the railroads cars on side tracks, while the Stand- ord ever made by a public
standard."
were corrupted to supply information, ard owns receiving tanka at all dis- In Kansas City.
Besides asking the fedoral court to WHO APPEARED AS
everything knowq to the prince ot tributing points. This was the final
schemers was resorted to to learn the blow to some of the strongest of the bar the Standard Oil company and Its
WITNE3SES TODAY.
names of customers of the Independ- independents and they withdrew from subsidiary concerns from the state.
New York, Jan. 6. Wm. O. Rockei Attorney General Hadley has asked feller,
ents. Prices were then quoted them the field.
nephew of John D. Rockefeller,
It is a matter of record that s soon for fines and forfeitures for their flathat invariably took the business from
of the Standard Oil comas the Independents quit, the price grant and persistent violation of tbe president
the Independent concerns.
pany, was one of the witnesses who
law.
Its of oil doubled and trebled. The
The Standard Oil company
hearing today before
The reeling here Is that the Stand- attended tbe
products in Iron" tank cars. The Indemade as much profit as before,
W. Sanborn, special compendents use wooden tank cars. The because his prices advanced at a cor- - ard Oil .monopoly will be broken in Frederick
missioner appointed by Governor Folk
railroads, at the request Of the Stand- - j responding figure to those ot the trust. this state.
of Missouri, to take evidence in suits
brought by the state of Missouri
against the Standard and companies
alleged to be allied with it. Other
! PANIC
WOMAN WHO WANTED
IS FEARED
DECISION IS FOR
witnesses expected to testify today
are W. H. Rogers and John Archbold,
ROADS!
TO
PRESIDENT
BY
SEE
DEFENDANT
vice president and director of the
,
Standard. E. T. Bedford, director In
the Standard, was the first witness.

MORE BODIES TAKEN
FROM COALDALE MINE.
Blueflelds, W. Va., Jan. 6. Eleven

otlt-il.it-

Evade

11)

SIGSBEE MAKES

Subordinates

FIGHTER,

f- -

i thr Vaehington. ! c- - Jan' 6. lXbaie 1 Jot" 'the Philippine
tariff bill was conI i"hcd In tbe house today. Clark of
in stating the democratic
'' Twotion on the bill, said that hi

'

ATTORNEY

ing the Standard

NUMBER

HAS HIGH HAND
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DELIGHTED A LARGE SIZED AUDIENCE A TTHE EIKS' THEATER
LAST

EVENING.

it is very seldom that a band is
capable of so thoroughly and continually delighting an audience as the
fatuous Kilties' aggregation did in its
concert at the Elks' Theater Mast
evening. There is no better test as
to such an organization's abilities and
popularity than the impression made
upon the auditors during the rendition of the piogram. It was astonishing, ainosi, iu this connection, to gaz
Into the enraptured faces of those
present last evening and see them respond to the inward satisfaction over
the musicians' efforts by vociferous
applause, it certainly would have
been perceptibly
to the Kilties bad it not been Just the sort of a
reception they have been receiving all
over the country.
1'itder the sl.il, in! direction of L. .
Addison, a program or Seotch classics,
light ballads and concert selections
were played iu such a manner atievt r to lie forgot! U.
-

BILL FOR LEASES OF
WESTERN GRAZING

Washington,

I.

LANDS.

Jan. 5 Curtis
oi rvac.sas lOiiay iiirroauceii a (jui XO
vrazlni:
leases on Western
iaiuU.
it a!l
ieases for periods
if five
e.ir miller rulu prescribed
iy t:ie Secretaiy of the Interior.
C
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Tfee Citizen Publishing Company
The "Man on Horseback," who,
The cahni has Jusi cracked Its whip
climbed San Juan Hill, mid Is now In in a nit ie matter of S2DO.iKi0.0fiO
the White House, presides over the Having acquired die throne It, faa
to exhibit power. All the
!U n i onT
La bel
people of lie United States in their nitesFary
tit reel
i allm.uls,
elevated railroads
government.
ntid subways In Orenter
New Vork
Him thai tnmn people are bossed by have been merged in a eoinpany barkby
Morgan,
ed
following
llyaii. Rogers and llel- absolute rulers:
Official Paper of Bernalillo County the
J. rierptitit Morgan. Thos. F. Ryan.'mont. Mergers arc ronmion. but this
City of Albuquerque.
one tells the people of New York anil
H. H. Rogers and AiiKiist Belmont.
mchM TrM Afteraata Dl.aitcbaa.
If you are a rlose read'r of flip, all the financiers of the country that
UrfMt City and County Cimlitles.
news, the lets that make for the this new monopoly has money so eon- Tk lartwt Ntw Mailt! Cirrulatlaa.
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looking

MINIMUM

CHARGE,

these columns.

15c.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 110.00 and a high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Brokers and strictly private.
month to oue year given. Goods re1117 Chemical Biilldlni. SI. Louie
main In your possession. Our rates
WANTEa
are reasonable. Call and see us be
rags, juquir
a fore borrowing.
W A ,N T fc. U 'c Jan
The Citizen oflice.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
dining room gliU a Steamship tickets to and from all
WAMKll-l- wo
parts of the world.
the Colnnibtis hotel.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED
Gentlemen s Fecond-han315 West Railroad Ave.
clothing. No. 615 South First street
PRIVATE OFFICES.
3outh of viaduct. Send address and
Open Evenings.
will call. H. .1. Sweeney, proprietor

34
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t
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FO R R EN T
l s eT;
a ui
new and modern. W. H. McMllllon,
Real Estate Dealer, 211 West Oold
mThi-h-

avenue.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
preferred. Garcia bldg., 504 West
Railroad avenue.
e
FOR KENT Nicely furnished
Oats, two and three rooms, $10
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norrls,
624 John street, east end of viaduct.
FOR RENT Mrs. W. H. Reed, for- merly Mrs. O. E. Hopkins, has
eighteen newly furnished rooma in
the new building at 218
Gold
avenue, up stairs
FOR RENT Rooms for light
also room and board for
two gentlemen.
All modern
improvements.
Mrs. Hester Ruther- for(l- - 617 South Broadway.
FOR SALE
SELL, R'ENT OR' TRADE LIsTyour
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good business for city property. T. L. Mc- apaqqen. auu oum nroaoway
FOR SALE A nice saddle, pony; also,
second hand saddle. W. H. McMllllon, real Estate
Dealer, 211
West Gold avenue.
A hanusome
FOR SAJ-.Il.r'lmau
. piano,
In fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you interested In mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L,. McSpndden, 300 S. Broad-wa-

a

H. H. ROGERS.

AUGUST HKI.MONT.

Detroit's famous Satan was seized
of this statement have malted
by a constable the other-dabut not truth
themselves down in your brain cells,
by the horns.
and you know that:
If you are In business, however
The Water Wagon's Trip.
Iryden Clearwater, the grand mar-- j largo or however small, your profits
anal or me water wagon parade, nem will swing up or down, as these four
bis Waterbury watch in his hand, bosses crack their whips.
If you are a wage earner, your saviclosely watching the hands that he
might give the signal for the parade ng-', as well as your earnings, will be
to move the instant the New Year largely governed by this quartet.
If you are a moneyed idler, well you
was born. Old Hi Rivers, the veteran driver of the water wagon, kept know that the amount of dividends
his eye on Clearwater, and when the you can throw to the birds depends
latter waved his hand for the start a good deal on the policies of MorHi cracked his whip fiercely, his gan, Ryan. Rogers and Belmont.
During the last six months of the
horses plunged forward and the procession was on. After passing through yea 1905. a great game of checkers
the principal downtown streets, the has been played in the United States,
procession moved to the water works, a hundred millions of dollars to a
where the annual entertainment was checker and a billion to a king, the
given. Everything was carried out winners to control the money of the
according to program and the parade country. The game Is ended. Ttie
was the most successful in years. winners are Morgan, Ryan, Rogers
There were a few disappointments. and Belmont.
No word was received from John ,.
Sunivan, but undoubtedly he will
sign the pledge before the end of the
week. The audience refused to allow
Miss Carrie Watters to sing the "Old
Oaken Bucket," thereby contributing
much to the success of the entertainment.

.1.

I.

MORGAN.

trolled, so tied up, that no combination of capital could be formed to
compete with this mammoth transportation monopoly.
This is power; greater than Roosevelt's And here Is the way of it:
.M.'i'an now controls the New York
Life, with its allied banks and trust
pompanli's. He has his fingers on all
the dollars ,,f the steel trust, and all
the dollars of tlie men Interested in
that trust.
Ryan owns the Equitable and controls Its allied banks ami trust companies.
Rogers has takuu over the great
Mutual, with Its allied batiks and trust
companies, and is backed by Standard Oil's hundreds of millions.
Belmont, is the agent In America of
the Rothschild's, the money lords' of
Europe.
t
Consider well the kings of America
power!
their
and

nouse-keepln-
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Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

a

DENTISTS.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 13 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
.
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. :;tui Railroad nvenue. Office
hours. 8.P.0 a. m., to 12:3H p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to o p. m. Telephone 402. Ap
polntmen: made by mail.

cot-ag-

Secretary Shaw was in Chicago the
other day to appeal to western bank-erto spare Wall street. Goodness
gracious, l.es, this country can well
spare Wall street.
T. F. RYAN.

CARuS

PROFESSIONAL

FOR KKNT

day.
Trying to marry and eating goobers
is the order of the day.
Visiting is the order of the day.
Hauling water seems to be the order of the day.
Frosty mornings seem to be the
order of the day.
It looks like everything mean now
is the order of the day. Sequaehee
(Tenn.) News.

$JCM-.-

On

FOR RENT

More Order of the Day.
Cloudy weather is the order of the

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

WANTED

HreasaiuTiiiodern rooin.s,
home cooking. Casa de Oro.
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
62-housekeeping.
West Railroad
avenue.

NEW

Make your want
known
trtrougn

eertlon.

for.

,

Montezuma Tttts

d

MOST ANYUIING

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.

W. S. STRICKLER.
Wm. Mcintosh
J
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot

W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier.

Solomon

Luna

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

LAWYERS.

FIRST NATIONAL

Bernard S. Rodey.
ATTORN
Albuqnerue
N. M. rtorapt attention given to all
business pertaining to tbe profession
Will pract.ee in all courts of tbe territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bond.
32 F street
ATTORN
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
.

FRANK McKEB

building.

,

xm

....
U.

.

DEPOSITORY.

J

;

TJ.

SSOS.904.M

$S5,0i.M
Santa

aV

Fe Railway Company

Suite 16, N
Albuquerque

ARCHITECTS.
P. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
Barnett building
ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
46-4-

The State National

AND BUILDER.

CONTRACTOR

Bank

"You don't say so?"
"Ye.; he's a builder."

o

6--

jilt

I

cy

"--

L. B.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE
Flour,

GROCER

and Provisions

FREIGHT

0Ofak5e0x

MRS. AGNES D. NAGLE.
The divorced wife of T. M. Nagle,
Erie, I'a.. millionaire, waylaid blm in

Philadelphia, and, carefully selecting
the spot i land her flat, "handed him
a wallop" that knocked hlra senseless. 'She said that she had been practicing so us to be able to hit him as
bard as possible.

MACHINI

STaTLAS

Since Ned Haulon hai been chosen
to pilot die Cincinnati Reds in UtOti,
the aiiodesty of the (Jueen City scribes
in not claiming the pennant is causing
around tin; circuit. Cincinnati is the only ciiy that has not
flalmud the pennant.

.Morning
and

riiiitiMiifiiiii

too

t

GAS HEATER

AOKI.

NEW JA I'ANESE AMBASSADOR
TO THE
HVITI
tJTAT
Viscount Siu.o Aoki, just appointed prominent in the Japanese foreign ofto .Mr. Taklblra, as Japan- fice, and represented his couuiry at
n.iitfi.
ese ambassador to the United States, ThIn II:iitiiu
Japanese diplomacy
Is esti- is tiu years of age, and is considured iiiaioii as tne superior or he
Mr. 1 aka-hir- a
a man of foremost ability.
and of Harou Hyashi, minister to
He Is a member of the imperial Uindoii.
The former served under
privy council, and of the first class him as vice minister fo foreign afsun,
of
rsing
the
has boeu fairs.
order
l

.....
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VEGA S

PUT EMERY IN ENGINE.
Janus King, a machinist at the Las
Vega shops of the Santa Fo railway,
was arrested Wednesday for placing
emery In the eccentric cup on one of
the large passenger engines.
At the preliminary hearing ho pleaded guilty to the charge. For some
months the company hag beenjiaving
trouble or mis Kind, tint have not
been able to secure evidence as to the
perpetrator.
It Is not known what object King
had In bis uctlous.

YOUNG

i

MAN ACCIDENTALLY

SHOT HIMSELF AT WILLARD.
Wednesday afternoon a jouiu man
living at Willard, by the name of
Dionieio liiirto, and whose paremn and
home are at Cuervo, San Miguel
county, was shot accidentally.
The
wound Is dangerous, and the young
.. ..........
mun
.nn ....tjuii. inn
..
ia I..
iu a jji i.tti iijiio euuuii
family has been notified, but no mem
ber ot it mus yet put in an appear- -

i

!

.

double-bar-rele-

FXSPOtM

DRANK WATER WITH
CYANIDE AND DIED
A telegram came to Guy H. Herbert
of Capitan, statlug that his brother- Arthur Williams, had dlod in
Mexico, from drinking water wnich

t9 99S

conven-venJeiu-

Irtiei Meat.

Harney
Is going to make a
Tile Siillan ef Turkey, who, alone of tall bid for the flag
next season. He
all European sovereigns,
has until Is overhauling bis team In a way that
now withstood tbo attractions of
means trouble f,,r b()i, Gf the
ha. through the good ollices
Already he hag 14 men on bla
of 'lie khedivf of Egypt, been induced list and wind
from the Smoky
to accept a present of an automobile City tliat neW oiii.s
faces may bt seen in
from a Parisian firm of
the Infield
dalfV
u,, UJ l
Dn-yfus-

mo-loiin-

patches.

A,i

m

f

.

o

in-la-

contained a strong solution of cyanide.
The telegram conveyed no particulars
other than that deceased drank the
polsou through mistake, and thut the
r"iilalns wen; i.ikoii to El Paso for

,

4

Morgan.
OF ALBUQUERQUE
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACare
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates'
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicFOR SALE I25.U00 ranch at a
will take small property in ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
CAPITAL
tlOO.OOs.M
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or 911 North Second street, AlbuquerDEPOSITS
an....$a50.000.M
a.... .
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 que, N. M.
South Broadway.
PHYSICIANS.
We bare Sad a very satisfactory growth einee tfee ftetabllsttineai
FOR SALE S700 will buy equity iu
of our bank. If you are not one ot our customers, we ebovM tute
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
s
L.
A.
residence on the best
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
street in t,he city; will rent for 45 Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
month; owner leaving town. F. L
0V
Vann's drug store. Automatic
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
O. N. MARRON, President.
D. A, UcPHERSON, Tie rrssUial.
410.
telephone,
FOR SALE A first-clasJ. B. HERN DON, Cashier. ROT McDGNALC, Aefctaat flashier.
DR. R. L. MUST.
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
Tuberculosis treated with
rice for particulars.
Electrical Current and GerFOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
Treatments given each day
20 rooms, newly furnished In new micide.
-5
0OfsxOsOsOsXOf0
8 a. m. to 4 p. in. Trained nurse
...
A
building: best "location In city; a from
Both 'phones.
in attendance.
n
RELIABLE
U
ESTABLISHED 187
fine business proposition.
Reason
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
for selling, poor health. Address,
F. J., this office.
Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
Throat and Lungs.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
TCf EXCHANGE
Good "Improved city Rooms
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m-- , 3 to 5 p. m.
property for vacant lots. T. L. Mc- Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Telephones:
SpaddPn. 300 South Broadway,
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
Grain
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L. Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
and Throat.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man! Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
in tbe Southwest.
See him for business exchanges. lines. Office, 313Vj West Railroad
300 South Broadway.
avenue.
FARM AND
WAGONS
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
LOST.
p. ni.
LOST Gentleman's glove; brown,
ALBUQUER UE, N. U
UNDERTAKER.
undressed kid. Finder please leave
G
at Citizen office.
Auto phone 316.
Colo. Rod 115.
A. BORDERS,
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
For property at Los Cerrlllos? Cost
City Undertaker.
11,250; trading
price, one-hal-f
of Commercial Club Building. Black
That's the best point about
cost. A snap,, if you can use the
and white bearse, $5.
property. Don't he afraid to talk
gas it's always ready aud it
ASSAYERS.
with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
always
produces thf result
CORBET ft COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
It is especially
real beat
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
e
WILLING HELPERS.
e
e"
so of she
What's the use of a helper, if e East 'side f ASSAYERS.
Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
e" he isn't willing?
Willingness Is It
S an ample mantle which will al- - It
LAND MATTERS.
e" most cover all the sins of serv- - e
H. W. S. Otero,
Ice. But a classified advertise-United States Court Commissioner,
ment in The Evening Citizen is a
e" willing helper
that is not only 'f 703 West Silver nvenue. Will attend
absolutely competent, but also is f to matters before the land office.
a willing worker. It works all
MERCHANT TAILORING
ff the time for you. It is the best
If and most economical puhllcity in
The...
OVER NO. 209 WEST
the world.
f UPSTAIRS,
RAILROAD
BAMAVENUE,
0.
tt
t e t BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Albuquerque
May Live 100 Years.
Tills is desiglieit
My merchant tailoring stiup Is upThe chances, for living a full cenfor quick results, it pro
Gas.
tury are excellent in the case of Mrs. stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveduces
with
them
of
the
turn
nue,
patronage
of
where I solicit tha
Jennie Duncan of Haynesvllle, Me.
n tap and the striking of n
now 70 years old. She writes: "Elec- the public. All work guaranteed first
I
class,
years'
as have had fifteen
match. Clean and
tj
tric Bitters cured my of chronic dyspepsia of 20 years' standing, and periotice in tbe business. Suits made
Light &
Costs very Mnl"
to
pressed
and
order. CIotbeB cleaned,
M
made me feel a well and strong as a
Try
one.
ies
I
not
repaired.
will
use
The specific
young girl."
Electric Bitters cure
Power Co.
Stomach mid Liver Diseases, Blood Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also
cleaned and walking skirts made
disorders, General Debility and bodily
weakness. Sold on a guarantee at all to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
druggists. Price only 50c.
e

SIUZO

i

A. L.

first-clas-

ii

"My husband," she said, with great
pride, "Is a model.
And he does
bouse work every day."

VISCOUNT

1

-

bar-gal-

TO THIS COUNTRY

Review of December Number Keith's
Magazine.
The Christmas Issue of Keith's
Magaziuo on Home Building is an
extra large Dumber, profusely illustrated with some most attractive-- ,
moderate priced homes with floor
plaiiH and full
descriptions
shown.
The leading article opens with a description of a I.os Angeles house, followed by special articles on winter
window gardens, some typical modern
Anrerlcan homes, a hunt for mantels,
complete, decorative scheme for Interior, with the nsual departments on
decoration anil furnishing, household
economics, table chat, etc. All inquiries on building mutters and suggestions on decorating the home are
answered free to subscribers. Published by M. 1.. Keith, Minneapolis,
Minn. $l.o0 per year.

..'

t
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Capital
Paid Up Capita, Surplus and Profits

Dpoattory for Atchison, Topeka

f

-

Aebr1a4

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stingle
T. Armljo
N. M.

m.

.,

R, A. FROST
H. T. RAYaSOLDS

Office Crom

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

1

Otncers and Director.
JOSHVA S. RATNOLD

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

n.

ALBUQUKRQUB,

B
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JAPAN SENDS BIG MAN

KNOCKS OUT HER

Here you'll find
what you've been

.

4.

ALBUQUERQUE,

SALESMEN

at at tba law rata af XI rant ner war, ar for to
aaata aaar aaaaifc. whan paid monthly.
AfttTtlilB. UUi

4

COLUMNS

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

e
vrfialty a)"smcn the
For evf ral
e have
kind no i.iUry oll-- r would orditunly intereM
We
"n.tw of mrn wlio are
very (tractive "Pn'ngearning- Irom $y tco to 1 5.00 adihmIIv, simply M.im to
ilealerii Inr a large and well known manufacturer a
well advertised Itaple. To anynirre"'fnlMleman wlio
a
it now telling a (rcneral line and who ran handle
profitable and attrai live aide line, an excellent nruposi-tin- n
will also Ite made

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
I

BANIjJlMs 7 IT U TK

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

OF

tar aaaS.

WANT

POPULAR

I Paatcrftlaa for trail wb I I ttmch
Mil M aarona aiaaa at Mar.

tarrwt

1906.

FRIDAY.

KILLtmp COUGH
rng

and

CURE

WITH

LUNC8

Dr. King's

Ner Discovery
ONSUMPTICN

F0RjOLGHSand
OLDS

Beats the Music Cure.
"To keep the body in tune," writes
Mrs. Ben Brown. 20 Lafayette Place,
Poughkeopsie, N. Y., "I take-- Dr.
King's Now IJfe Pills. They are the
most reliable and pliaisant laxative 1
have found." Best for the Stomach,
Liver and Bowels. Guarantoen by all
druggists. 25c.
MEN AND WOMEN.

Price

SOctll.GO
Free Trial.
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PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO

BANK

OF COMMERCH

203 W. Railroad Art,

a

I. C. nALDRIDGE
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
--".T.IVlr
Always
PAPER
BUILDING
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
, a)e'
K
P.M.er
tc
cai,R- ''
'
longest, most ecouomlcal. full
measure.
Door
''mui. 'iiasa
etc
FIRST STREET AlsitTcOALAvV.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

Ja

0
i

,.JY,

EVENING C1TIZK

ALBUQUKHQUK

5. 1906.
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PAGE THREE.

ALBUQUERQUE: REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE i

SPORTING...

...BREVITIES
It looks more than ever a though
O'Brien and Jeffries would ne er meet
In the ring. In the first place, Jeff
has retired; In the-- second, O'Brien
a s he ha not challenged him.
O
In case Bobby Riggs, the heavy hitter or the Peoria team, drafted by
Philadelphia, does not make good In
s'be major league, he will go to Tor-ptto be given another year of

Contractors will begin tomorrow to grade and improve the
lots in the EASTERN ADDITION HIGHLANDS

'

o

......
,ia

taH.lnil

in rl.lla.lrl-

ix.

-

treatment for
The story that he
Mb pitching arm.
as unfit to take part In the world s
series is borne out by the fact that
.--

.i

ia uniiorirnlnir

unless he gets relief his best days as
are over.
Jimmy Brltt says he makes It a
habit to always keep in good training
fightand within a few pounds of his opporing weight, so that when the
tunity presents Itself to do a little
ring work he Is practically fit ana
ready for the engagement.
a' burlesque manager has placed the
New
Hum of $5,000 on deposit with
York newsimper as a deposit for Marman on
vin Hart to meet any whitechampionearth for the heavyweight
ship. The dispatches do not state
whether I , In stage money.
prob-ahl- y
A special puTiof I3.BO0 will
V"
over
together
bring
or rallaghan. Ban
......u t.
Nicholas. Lubln. and, Dr. Ujio.
Ingleeide track, on January wn. ouu
a field would furnish the best race
seen on the Paclfjc coast In years.
IUUiin

xt

r

vrKat t

APPTY1

All lots in

move-me- ni

condition for his fight with Arella
u
Herrera, the Mexican, me mm
account,
been twice postponed on his
he
and there is some doubt whetherlast
will ho in shape on the date
named, January 12tn, at uos abs'
The "Ven... Vldl, Vlcl," of the old
Roman days la recalled in ine ie."
Jack
tir Philadelphia
r v with Robt. Fitz
' " tlvt
V iI urn
"I outgeneraled him. made
Simmons.
i
nA flnoitv ent him." And
1.1...
yet it is claimed that pugilists are
talky.
Won't somebody please close the
r.Am.tnrv irate? It is enough to give
the undertaker a chill to see George
Dixon. Kid Orlffo, Joe uernsiein
v..
shading
the rest of the cadavers
clothes and hopping about
.hair
picin the squared arena like motion
tures 0 white canvas in a IsdarKenea
thy vic
theater. "Oh, death, where
tory?" if the coffin ltd won i stay v"
r(
The American Association's "laun
dry day" at Chicago last ween am uui
end all the linen through the wash,
this
and another meeting is to be held
mr,th t which it in hooed to getis alla
There
'
the clothes on the line.
possibility that the courts may bo
called upon to straighten out a few
matter that are too much for the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
magnates, one of which Is the question
ciuu.
St.
t'aut
ownership
of
the
of
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1601.)
Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
nivmnin mames will be held at
states Land Office, Santa Fe, N
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
Athens, Greece, from April 22nd to
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
December 20, 1906.
May 2nd. and by the record establishNotice is hereby given that the fol
Notice is hereby given that the fol
ed, will be made up as the official reclowing-namelowing named claimant has filed noclaimant has filed noma- connected that each may be reached
finer than those boasted of by
ords of the Greek Olympiads, after
tice of his intention .to make final tice of his Intention to make final
s
TTfCknmtnr
hotels of the by corridors 20 feet wide. These are
they have been approved by the com- ALREADY OCCUPY THE PALATIAL jority of the
proof in support of Us claim under proof in. support of his claim under
country. Two thousand prisoners, six paved with a composition called
mittee of umpires. The contests emsections 16 and 17, of the act of March Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
UPON
WHICH at a table, can sit down at ence In the
STRUCTURE
rubber and wood fiber' woven
brace almost all forms of athletics and
3. 1891 (26 State., (.54). as amended
S. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amende
only amateurs qualified by the known
THEY HAVE TOILED SEVEN immense room. The walls are of white into the cement which gives the
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 by tne act of February 21, 1893, (27
of. walking on rubber matting,
enamel brick, walnscoated with white
amateur unions will be eligible for enYEARS.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will
marble six feet high. Windows on and deadens the footfall.
try. American entries must be made
States be made before U. S. Court Commishe made before the- United
before March 12. next.
A VIEW OF TVIE INTERIOR OF THR PRISON.
court commissioner at Albuquerque, sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
Leavenworth, Kan., Jan. 5. Eight
1906, Vis:
N. M., on the 2th day of January, 8th day or February,
Wise Bill Adams.
hundred men whose names have
1906, viz..
Mellton 8. Otero, for the Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the
Abou Bill Adams (his tribe's Increas- changed
'
sitolling
in
to
numbers,
S. II. C. No 1601, In section 19, town- small Holding Claim No. 1076. in
ing fast),
ship 7 north, range 3 east, ana sec- Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
Awoke from a deep dream night be- lence, building walls behind which to
He names the following witnesses
tion 24, township 7 north, range 2
fore last.
expatiate their crimes against society
to prove his actual continuous ad
east.
And saw within the moonlight In his
sullen soldiers of 111 fortune, whom
for
Ho names the following witnesses verse possession of said tract
room.
to prove his actual continuous adverse twenty years next preceding the surMaking It rich and like a lily In the world has cast from its heart.
Such is the great army that moyes
possession of said tract, for twenty vey of the township, vli:
bloom.
"
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome. N. M.:
years next preceding the survey of the
i
Mil
An angel writing In a book of gold.
each morning in double file from the
Pedro (Jallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jos
township, viz:
Bill trembled and his brow grew strong white cells of the federal
Jesus Salazar y Otero, of Peralta, Aragon y Ilernal. of Tome, N. M.;
damp and cold.
compensa-- ;
N. M.; Placldo Salazar y Otero, of A- Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuquer
I'm on," said Bill, "anil when a man prison to labor without
""
yj5.
lbuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Sanchez y que, N. M.
tion, that Uncle Sam may have ho
V '.
can see
v...
y
Any person who desires to protest
....
.....
Alarld, of Valencia, N. M.r Deslderlo
An angel strolling 'round his room, finest prison house In all the world
v
s
I,
against the allowance of said proof, or
J
Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.
why, ho
i
......
..
magnifisuch
prison
house
of
a
Any person who desires to protest who knows of any substantial reason
.
Should cut it out." Bill's friends, on cent appointments that the blinding;
li.
t
against the allowance of said proof, against the laws and regulations ot
New Year's Day,
turns'
helpless
inmates
shame
its
of
or w'no knows of any substantial rea the .Interior Department why such
Saw the water wagon when it got to dull amaze in' contemplation of it- 11'
son under the laws and regulations of proof should not be allowed will be
!fV
away;
beauty.
,
arcnitecturul
the Interior department why such given an opportunity at, the
ffT ,v .rfu.
They watched it as it rumbled down
the
For . seven years this irefuge i..for
xvwT
X'I
;
time and place to
proof should not be allowed, will be
.11.11..,.
'
mft nrrecL.
iim- v
,nnrinn u unr
iiiiimii:iu.
iitii
.1
.,
the witnesses of said claimant,
given an opportunity at the above
'
And, lo! Bill Adams had the drivers,--and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
mentioned time and place to
seat!
toil ten hours a day, six days a week
the witnesses of said claim that submitted by claimant.
If
prison
the
is
finished.
it
before
turned
Mrs. Bob Fitzslmmons has
MANUEL R, OTERO.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Ue were bullded by free labor its cost
She declares
on her accusers.
Register,
of that submitted bv claimant.
$fi,500,iKlO.
aggregate
would
o
MANUEL. R. OTERO.
isn't a chorus girl.
The walls are. 900 feet long on the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.
north and south and KM feet long on
THE BULL'S HORNS.
n
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) ..
east and west, and rest on solid ;
the
FOR
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
Department of the Interior, United
That Is the Place to Take Hold.
bedrock, twelve to fifteen feet below j
(Small Holding Claim No. 326.)
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
Cbwictj jutuwm m mat ceuj
walls
The
earth.
the
surface
of
the
Department
United
of
Interior,
the
M., Dec. 29. 1905.
A man says:
:i leri wiue
niun,
M.,
3i
are
N.
Office,
ieet
WXK
Santa
States Land
!',
JJ7Z
M9
Notice is hereby given that the follo"Some years ago while emUo'l as base. 2 feet wide at the top, and built
1906.
3.
January
wing-named
by a law woven wire
claimant lias filed no:n inspector
brick, so smooth that noth-- j t,m,(.
of
Notice Is hereby given that the fol tice of his Intention to make final
,lt
mHke
r(Mn art
fence 'company, 1 was compelled to Ing vitrified
gam
a
,
can
or
iwianimal
no
human
lowing
filed
claimant
has
named
ii.imired of lenric linbts
proof In support of his claim under
give up tny position because of ill 1101a on
ll.
tice of his Intention to make final Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Htuil me. walls and ceiling. The ceil
health brought ou by coffee poisoning.
... . .. , , ,
,
guarns
tMxty
support
proof
under
In
claim
armed
of
his
nnrt
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended
"From childhood I bad used coffee work of the convicts. The brick was
,
.
...
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
freely, and for many years had no all
,
Steam
A
nnvlnts.
liv
thi
tnu.ln
.1
.........
(26
854),
3,
as
1891,
amended
now 1.
Stats..
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
wniie iiivtTieil
thought that there was possible harm
,
,
,
railroad connects
the prison yarn,.!wnno
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 be made before U. S. Court Commls-- "
in it.
no Kiicnen is niiiuacuiaieiv- Clean ,
.
uunrij
will
.
470),
proof
a
said
EOvernmeni snnie
and that
Stats..
11!U a rune. hru
sloner at Albuquerque, N. M.. on th
"But as time went on I gradually mn.x
ti.nui t ....,lyl
o ..a
anA mnvri. nuarripd xne
be made before the United
States 8th day of February. 1906, Vis:
became the victim of indigestion,
for 2.U00 conM.s Two Immense
place.
I
put
in
it
and
ne
N
hewed
Rafael,
court
Sun
commissioner at
then of heart trouble, then of habitual
Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent of TerTli old prison is ti!l uk'.-.-I for the
revolved by elwtrlclty. are used
The lioib-- plant ami electrical plant
M., on February 9, 1906, viz.: Barbara esa Baca y
headaches, and finally was completely
In the bakery.
Garcia de Aragon, for the
Aluminum dishes are arc depurate from the other build- r.'mr.ts and a lew cum
is. lui: evt ntu- - J.
. . all,
..
1
2,
sec
de Pino, for the lots
and
knocked out by nervous prostration, mm iuu uiivi
Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25,
iu ii a military
ill lie tunic
used in the kitchrn and dining room. ings. A tuniicl seven feel under the ally
H,
prisoners.
by
17,
16
lot
2o;
done
town T. 7 N., R. 2 E.. and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.,
tion
and
sift ion
which lost me a good and profitable
'1 lie chapel
2.0U(i.
will
One- - ground conveys the pipes and wires to
Major McClaiiitli'y,
nil.
ship 10 north, range 7 west.
.,
With the exception of the hospital; half of It is given toseat
',1
It. 3 E.
30b that I tad held for years.
l 11.
n
the Protestants'
is one of the
building.
in
Shower
main
bans
ann
two
building
following
He
names
witnesses
the
"At first I scarcely knew what to and
He names the following witnesses
one-h-.- f
u
buifdings
f the country.
l.UOO or gist. ,
all
the
laundrv
the
of
enable
the
of
"ceUu
his
ad
'actual continuous
........ ll.x. .......
... .
lo, as medicines seemed to have no grit
.1
adto prove his actual continuous
.I.L.
Is a largf stage at the end for ...x.
There
11.11 Mf
If
"HUM-"
inwir.
.1.....
ail
v'.v
finished
are
f,.r
oulH
cwinnis
iwit.uxiil.in
t
nf
enclosure
of
Inside
fa...
the
lasting effect, but It was up to me
verse iosession of said tract for
concerts to be given by convicts. An hour's time. Eight iicres tu tti.' III' Jl
IMinw,, mi. ,
it n iirxa'.K..
sanitary,
more
cleaner,
Probably
years
a
twenty
sur
preceding
next
the
do something, and I turned my attentwenty years next preceding the surice plant of two tons per day capacity grounds are set
model. A German expert said he vey
1.
lor athletic. u.
of the township, viz:
tion to my diet. Having read more or finer appointed prison house exisis
vey of (hp township, viz:
is now building.
10 his government
games. "Good" en i:ids
would
recommend
tilay
one.
this
than
world
In
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N
nowhere
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of Cubero,
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all
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M.
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of
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would experiment
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N.
M.;
Juan
white
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of Cubero,
to see whether that was the cause of
M.; Gregorio Aragon. of Valencia, N.
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by
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my
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"At first
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escape was
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Fast Pace Which
Was Soon Ended
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CITIZEN

EVENING

BIG PICTURE SHOV

We've Got Too Many Overcoats for This Season of the Year and We Are Going to Sell them

The protest which has arisen over the proposal ot
A packed house erected tho BioSecretary Itonaparte to destroy the Constitution, calls to
scope
poem,
Ironsides,"
by
"Old
1830
entertainment at. ihe new thewritten
about
the
mind
that
says
A recent press letter from New York city
nUht. The entertainment
last
propoater
Wendell
Holmes
a
Oliver
when
similar
the
late
sting ever
Thomas F. Kyan, having disposed of Mr. Harrlnian, anu sition had aroused the public Ire.
This Is the poem, w.is one of the mont Inter'
Axed himself permanently In control of the Bribable which Is credited with doing much to save tho historic given in the city, and fully deserves
audithe patronage given It. The every
Ufe Assurance Society, will now take tip the I'nlted ship:
wns highly pleased with
ence
Ay, tear her battered ensign down!
. vening s entertainfeature of th
States Indcpeudont Telephone company, and push forLong has It waved on high,
of the
performance
the
ment,
That
from
Is
It
Interested.
which
In
movement
ward the
to the moving
And many an eye has danced to see
magician
up
to
date
company is seeking to enter the city upon a franchise
pictures showing the Sioux Falls fire
That banner In the sky;
department In action. So great was
granted many years ago, and then considered worth
Beneath it rung the battle shout
the crowd when the theater was
And burst the cannon s roar
If you need an Overcoat now, or if yoti expect to nred one next
15,000, to the Mercantile Electric company, to enable t
opened that Manager Bear, owing to
The meteor of tho ocean's air
This franchise,
selling tickets,
stop
to perfect a burglar alnriu system.
had
to
crush,
the
Shall sweep the clouds no more:
season, or the season after, here is your ofportun
the house being filled to its capacity.
which originally was considered as worth only an insigpeople had to be turn20"
Probably
bonds
and
$12,500,000,
nificant sum, is cow valued at
Sioux
Her deck, once red with heroes' blood,
ed away.-Da- ily
Where knelt the vanquished foe.
worth a face value of $25,00(1,000 have been Issued upon
1-Falls. S. D.
4
At the
When winds were hurrying o'er the flood
Elks' theater tomorrow
11, which shows that any right given to dig under the
!.
night.
Janiury
And
were
waves
below,
white
among
streets of New York city contains a gold mine
No more shall feel the victor's tread
itg possibilities, Bnd that every Inch of space traversed
SAMUELS' ATTRACTIONS
Or know the 'conquered kneo
is of almost Incalculable value.
Tho harpies of tho shore shall pluck
The eagle of tho sea!
The letter adds that a pretty fight will grow out oi
"You can fool some of the people
some of the time, but you can't fool
Mr. Ryan's effort, for the city authorities will fight the
O, better that the shattered hulk
all the people all the time," la an old
movement, at least until some portion of that $12,5ou.uoo
saying. Mr. Samuels, manager of the
wave;
Should
sink
beneath
the
Great sums oi
has materialized in their neigh trhood.
George Samuels attractions, thoroughHer thunders shook the mighty deep,
ly believes in it, as has ls?en proven
money must intf itabiy no expended for there is the New
And there should be her grave;
hy his recent visits to your city with
continflag.
company
million"
holy
mast
Nail
with untold
to the
her
York Telephone
his different attractions.
He promSet every threadbare sail
ually multiplying, to which It Is worth millions to keep
you the best plays and the best
ises
And give her to the god of storms,
special scenery, with all electrical efthe company out of the city.
The lightning and the gale!
fects, property, etc. He has kept his
Of the date of Wednesday, the Denver Times, speak9
word up to date, and now he Is going
ing of another matter, says Incidentally that "the MetroWav7 ,'
to give you something better than
politan Street Car company, controlling the elevated
ever. Mr. Samuels iias succeeded in
railways, and the ltiterborough, controlling ttie subway,
getting for one trip over the circuit,
have lieen formally merged, and the consolidated power
Biolnnaes
nt an enormous expense, two come
.'
It includes over
represented Is colossal.
dies that have seldom been seen out
of stocks anil bonds, which are based upou' nothing bm
side of the largest cities, being "Hel
Ew ii n melody ninkir.g piano will lose patience if roughly
the franchites from the city.'
lo Bill" and "Mr. Plaster of Paris. The
i,
ou
a
Is
Of the same day and date, the
first mentioned, "Hello Bill,"
handled, but with ordinary usage, any of these instruments wil".
OOOCKXXXXXXXXX)XC0XCOOOOOOCK
companion play to "The Man From
the subject of "Tests of Municipal Ownership," says:
"This subject is one of tho growing issues of th
luKt
a lifetime the Chitkeriiig Bros.. Bush & Lane, Starr. Rich
Guthrie, Okla. "The experiences of members of tho Mexico."
Mr. Samuels hns been quoted as
day.
The Inhabitants of cities can see that the public English aristocracy In the cattle business In the United
saying that any one who attends
mond. Victor and Ellington. They're made to wear as well
service franchises obtained by corporations are imin the either of these plays and does not
mensely profitable to private Interests, and, as a rule, Siat.es have left a fund of amusing anecdotes
give forth a "concourse of
southwest," said R. L. Carlin, of Guthrie, who was an think they have received (heir monsweet sounds." They're, eve
lead to largely watered capitalization.
eys' worth, can go to the box office
employe of the Texas & Pacific railroad company in where the money will be cheerfully
pleasing, too. As we sell tliem. even the buyer's purse smiles
"It happens that municipal ownership in one partic- western lexas in nit euriy o'is.
The dates set for "Hello
i refunded.
MonParis,"
of
Bill"
"Mr.
ular is more, advanced in the United States than in EngPlaster
and
Remember, we buy for cash that is why we ran please you
"I have a keen remembrance of the Earl of Ayles-forThis serday night, January 8, and Tuesday
land, and that is the water supply in cities.
bought
Texas,
Big
a
about
Springs,
near
counrespectively.
9,
who
ranch
night,
January
In
this
managed
fairly
well
vice, on the whole is
See us before you buy.
Wednesday night, January 10. the
try, though it cannot be praised for economy. As water 1884 or 1S85. 1 was living at Dig Springs and saw the
ta
"l
company
Turkish
"A
will
render
is an article of universal use, and is put on a cash basis earl and his companions almost daily. His family name
by the facility with which the supply can be shut off, was Finch, and with him were two brothers, "Clem" and Bath."
Nearly halt
a great revenue can be readily obtained.
TWO GUARANTEED PLAYS
the inhabitants of London get water from private com- "Dan" Finch, 'a rollicking blade known as Lord Harry
Hifdiop
three-fourtot
clergyman,
Gordon, and an Episcopal
known as
of the cities
panies.
In this country
0
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
He in a id.
over 30.000 population have their own waterworks."
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
Headers of popular fiction are at all
Established in 1900.
successdelighted
new
a
when
times
"Locally, the earl was called 'Judge,' which ho did
ful story Is announced, and for this
moo09omom
not. resent.
lie was reported to have an income ot reasnn. Arthur
Pairaic
C. Alston's "Shadows
his
expenditures
year,
a
Coii.uuo
his
Indicated
and
that
popular
banking
such
of
enjoys
New
on
the
York
linn
Sehiff,
Hearth"
of
H.
the
Jacob
means were large.
He Ixtughl a frame hotel at U'g distinction.
oooooootxooooooocxxxxxxx- any other
It is unlike
Kuhn, Loeb &. Co., has always been regarded as a
COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCX XY
exclusively
Springs
which
for
parly
used
himself
he
and
to
j
story
been
the
introduced
that
has
American Block
Hence, his stateCarrllloa
conservative, clean financier.
DON'T TRUST TO LUCK
not
years,
owner
was
once
were
He
when
they
his
much
public
at
in
ranch.
and
notice
ment before the New York City Chamber of Commerce,
He paid $6,000 credit U due lxmis Eagan for his
in the hope that you'll pick up a good
predicting a serious panic unless our currency system of a I!lg Springs saloon for one night.
it next morning to clever dramatization of it. The scenes
cigar here or there, (let hold of a
shall be rendered more elastic, produced no it t In sen- for the establishment and presented
bought
I never saw are laid on the famous Delaware river,
whom
man
had
from
it.
he
cigar you know to be good one that
the
sation In the realm of finance.
historically
and
Is
which
noted both
everybody who is a judge knows to he
They
any members .of his party pay for anything.
' In bo far as Mr. Schift does not regard tho threatened
knowledge
picturesquely,
this
and
a llptopper:
Smoke the White Lily
panic as Imminent, he. stands in line with Dun,. Brad- - played pool, and billiards frequently in a local resort, alone signifies beautiful settings In
and other brands will concern you no
regucigars,
smoking
taking
tho
drinks
best
and
their
keepIn
appropriate
of
leading
and
order to be
financiers
street, Henry Clews in fact, the
longer. That's a cigar to stick to and
COKE - MILL WOOD
the country, about ull of whom have JiUle or no doubt larly. byAt tho close of their games the tickets were ing with the foundation of the story.
the price won't "stick" you. Despite
the
cashed
expense
earl.
Alston,
in
spared
no
Mr.
has
it's excellence, the White Lilv sells
that the present prosperity will continue for a number ot
KINDLING
In
complete
having
production
this
for only r cents the one, $2. 'in te box
years.
Indeed, it Is difficult to imagine what should pro
detest,
mi
detail, and he also
mi
"The earl and his friends were great sopttsnieii. In the
of fifty.
duce a panic, short of senseless fright leading to retire
serves much credit for retaining all
guns for birds, shoot
ment of money into socks, holes in the ground, surety the fielde they often used
including
cast,
original
New York
ing
shells imported from England.
The earl the
deposit boxes, and unopening bank vaults.
Estha Williams 'and James M. Brophy,
BOTH 'PHONES
AVENUE
11314 WEST RAILROAD
There Is plenty of money in the United States, the had hunted, in all the big game countries of tho world, all of whom won approval during the
sum total and the per capita being larger than ever be- and ills collection of furs, skins and heads was of great 150 nights in New York, Boston and OOOCOOOOOOCXDOCXXXXXXXXXX)
CXXXXXXXXXXXJOCXXXXXOOOCv:
His ranch house was filled with them. In cedar Philadelphia and other eastern cities.
Production In no department Is in excess value.
fore known.
Wages are good chests he kept photogruphs and mementoes of his lite Many managers spare no expense to
of de mail (Is either at' home or abroad.
His ranch house was burned by accident one make the original production in New
and the consuming power of the people is keeping step abroad.
was destroyed with nil Its contents.
night,
York a triumph, but as soon as the
and
;
InelasliC-power
production.
increasing
The
of
with the
F0R CHRISTMAS COOKING.
play gains a reputation then they imIty of the currency works no detriment, as was seen the
high salaried
mediately
discharge
the
was
once
"1
to
invited
Join
party
u
winter
his
in
1
hP finest flour i? an absoltit
HT
Nl
PHY
other day when call money went well up into the sec- hunting trip,
rTNsIrrSC?
and timing the expedition saw u surprising artists, and in their stead they place
ifjsJffi
essential,
especially tor cake
r.r'l'?-fXyHx?&
ond hundred of per cent in New York city, and the deplay-ocheat), inferior ones, and send the
lx
$
The "Empress"
'inc' eastry.
mand was immediately met by the Inrush of money from illustration of the bath loving Englishman.. The weather
tour,
overlooking
the
tho
fact
that
a
''rand Is
flour that never yet
was cold and
'njjK
had arisen early, chilled to the marrow, theater-goeriyT '
'J nis proves that the strinirTXV'
In other places are just SATURDAY
the surrounding, country.
tia8
surpassed iu any par- llf')
gency in New York was local and artificial; for wh.' and was shivering near the cook's fire, when Gordon as wise as the New Yorkers, and are
-ticula.-flavor is fine and
Its
I
So
VlSk.
JANUARY...
from
bis
sleeping
crawled
bag
fifty
to
About
dress.
feet just as appreciative and deserving.
the rate was ioo there for call money, it was 10 to -'
IIvSJri'-delicate, it has fine bony, and
always considIn Boston and 8 to 10 In Philadelphia.
All this is proof distant was a pool of water, covered with a thin coating Manager Alston has
fu" of lho6e nutritious quali- jXiTKj
-- "v??V
'Moss nit.' soul,' shouted Gordon, 'what a jolly ered this matter thoroughly, and it is
positive that it was solely the speculative movement, in of Ice.
INTERNATIONAL
chnwnce for a bath,' and he plunged into tho water, through this one detail that he hasi
Wall street which caused the abnormal rules.
trained a more than local following.
And even Wall street speculation cannot, under breaking the ice as ho went, and followed by the earl and "Shadows on tho Hearth" will he prepresent (circumstances, provoke n panic; lor as the liis brothers. The sight was excruciating to u warinin-iovin- g sented here Friday night, January 12.
American, but the bodies of the Englishmen glow, followed on Saturday by "At the Old
American Banker ot Dec. 30 said: "Were the New YorK
IH West Copper Afenue
Crops Koads."
Stock Exchange to close iin doors it has already done ed pink and red in the frosty air.
youth
"Despite
was
was
his
38
he
about
the earl
o on several occasions
the volume of the cum ncy
looked uM)ii as an elderly man by his companions.
He GAMBLING TABLES WERE
employed for all other purposes, including the transacWhen
tions on ail the other slock exchanges, would be doubled.'' had gone the pace, and soon paid tho penalty.
DENE AIL0FPS RUiN
his physlciu'j called one morning tho earl, who had been
In bed several days, asked that his pulse be taken. 'YVoll,
judge. I should say that you have about fifteen minutes TRANSFORMED HIM FROM .VAL
LIFE MOTION PICTURES.
to live," said the physician, after making Ms examinHy a Htniug majority the caucus of republican memUED EMPLOYE AND
LOVING
I
bers of the bouse of representatives decided to support ation. 'If that be your opinion,' replied the earl, without
HUSBAND TO SOCIAL OUTCAST.
See the Albuquerque Are depart- A
a
tremor,
'give
me
a
good,
big
great
bullfight.
Spanish
run,
ling
farewell drink of American
a bill admit
ment
New Mexico and Arizona as one state.
the
He emptied his glass, and with a long sigh,
bug, great mine disaster, won- - r
This was after the same caucus had agreed unanimously whisky."
Dene
Auloff's
downfall can be the fire automobile
trip, the Russian w
y
nriied ou his side and was gone.
to support a bill to admit Oklahoma and the Indian
but derful
traced, not directly to liquor,
"The cablegram business at the little telegraph of- rather to his mania to gamble. The revolution at Odessa, etc., Russia and
as one state.
The attitude of tho republican members of tho house fice of Iiig Springs for the next few days astonished the man's arrest ou complaint of his wife Japanese war scenes. Fifty up to (J
The rate was $1.10 a word and the cable was was mentioned in these columns yes- date comic subjects.
in this particular is In line with tho position taken a operators.
year ago In the congress preceding the present one.
A used as if the senders were writing letters.
One of the terday. As forecasted In this paper,
Prices 25c, 3!c and 50c. Children.
large majority of the republican members of the senate first messages of condolence from England came from at the time. Judge Crawford allowed 10c. Ladies free with each paid 50c
upon
his promise to ticket.
the Prince of Wales, now King Edward.
The body of Auloff hla liberty
lake the same position, which is that of the administraSanta Ke railthe earl was taken home by all his retinue and none of get out of town. The
tion.
evening furnished
compau?
road
last
Incidentally, the physician found the man a pass, and he is now, accordIt Is beyond question that a majority of the people them ever returned.
of the United Slates would approve the admission of New that the earl's liver weighed fourteen pounds."
ing to reliable reports, on his way to
PAYMENTS
Mexico and Arizona as one state, although within those
Los Angeles, California, an outcast
territories there Is great conflict of opinion on tho subfrom his own town, where, had ho beFURNITURE,
STOVES
CROCKERY,
haved himself, he might be enjoying
ject.
At one time there was marked opposition in Aria cosy home and a devoted
prosperity,
zona to' the proposed union, and this would reappear in
AND
RANGES
Eiiacouya&iiBf'
wile. Auloff is recognized by heads
its old force were the hope of independent statehood for
at the local Santa Ke shops as an exago.
was
year
a
Arizona as strong as it
Georg Samuel's Atpert machinist. He made big money,
The attitude of the east is so pronounced against the
but as quickly as he made it, the man
i
admission ofeither Arizona or New Mexico as a separate
tractions
would hie for a gambling house, ami
slate that if joint statehood is rejecied by the people the 000000XKXXXX0XXXXXXX0XXXC to his last cent was gone before he left
Three of the Funniest
iwo territories will probably remain in their dependent
Some day when ihe skies are overcast, when business the tables. His wife who It is said Aul-- i
As territories neither is bad, when the world stems ungrateful; when life jars off married at fifteen, remonstrated
condition for many years to come.
of Farce Comedies
will grow with great rapidity, whatever they might do it .;;id grates, and seems hardly worth while; when Duty with him and tried to Induce him to,
2
admitted, and the contrast hot ween I hem and the lame is a burden hai aluiuM crushes; when to your distorted cut out these practices, but for her
'Neiio Disk"
states of the east and the. middle west will become mure li.siou there seems t( lie no future Tor this nation or tor trouble wus abused and finally was
in order to
-and mote, marked. Denver Republican.
yen; ttien read the words that follow, that, tell ot the obliged to leave Auloff
iie-ls
HAVE YOU A tiO,
MONDAY NIGHT,
alive. He still persisted In
kindly opiimism of a man who was really great, and
I'HOMi IN YOUR HOME? Enable
,
inter-her,
authorities
the
and
JAN. 5th
I.ordhbiirg Liberal: The Douglas American got into who lived his life In the open.
you to order groceries; call the physifered and banished him from the com-- :
the swim litis year by issuing a special holiday edition
This is the message that will stand in enduring
mtinity. Vh,.n Mrs. Auloff learned
cian; perform social duties, etc. Ratw
that was a bird.
it was larger and bcM.cr. considering
on (lie tomb of Geo. Frisbie Hoar, iu Concord, N. H-- : this morning that Auloff had left Al-it
rnm rive cents pei day iu
of
Mr.
Let u
aizo of t lie towns, and the country covered, than the
."I have no faith in fatalism, In destiny, in blind bu(iierue, she seemed very much re-ell you about il
fee
persons
Many
enormous edition of the Los Angeles Examiner, recently force.
lieved.
other
1 believe In God,
NIGHT,
TUESDAY
I believe I"
the living God.
Issued.
The American of the 2oth consisted of seven tbt! American people, a brave and free people, who da equally Joyful.
JAN. 9th
suet ions of four pages each.
It was filled with Internot bow the neck or bend the knee to any other, and
The Colorado Telephone Co.
R. W. Gamble, who has been In the
esting descriptions of affairs m Douglas and ltist.ee, tell-lu- g who dctdre no other to bow the neck or bend tho knee hospital
suffering
weeks
past
two
the
Room 18 N. T. Armijo Building.
of the wonderful growth of thtiso two towns dining to them.
believe that a republic is greater hai an with acute rheumatism, is reported
the past few years, illustrated with fine cuts. Perhaps empire, i believe, finally, whatever clouds may darken much improved today, and his atthe most Interesting ihtng in the paper was the speccn the liori.ou that the world is growing belter; that today tending physician gives Mrs. CamWEDNESDAY
illa en cou ra gem ent that her husband.
delivered by Professor Douglas at the miners' conven- Is beuer than yesterday, and 1 hat tomorrow will be betJAN. J Oth
If no relapse occurs, will be up and
tion In El Paso last fall.
ter than today."
Wholesale liquor and Clur Dealers
&
around in a short time. Mr. Gamble
Is an employe of this office, a memAs produced in ull the large citAgents
Exclusive
for
New Mexican: New Mexico lias had 'hirty-si- x
legisYellowstone and O. F. C.
Kith in City Wate,- - Pipes.
Moet A
ber of the local Typographical union,
Cnandon TVhlte Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. Whiskies.
ies. New songs and dances. The
lative absemblies xlnce it becuino a ttrnioiy of the
C. Bohemia and
Hundred of libit, the size of brook minnows, an- liv- and the latter organization Is assistJos.
Schlitz
Milwitiltee
IllusBottled Beers, and owners and distributor
beautiful Serpentine dance.
The record of ihehe a.'semiilies will ing in the water mains of thin city, us Is evidenced by ing Mrs. (iHinble iu looking after the
United Slates.
.T'ra(l0 vvhlBk'-T- ' Write for our Illustrated Catalogue
d
compare more than favorably with tlose of the great tho large number that are coming out of faucets Ai wants of her husband.
trated songs.
Llr-- t
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Telephone,
thrice
1!M
Salesroom. Ill Bouth First
Btute of New York, or the powerful commonwealth ''t various plates, and especially as evidenced by tho taking
Albuquerque,
$1.00
htreet.
New
75c
and
50c,
Prices
Meilco.
DANCE)
DANCE!
DANCE!
Pennsylvania, or of the old tate of Sotnii I'hrolina, or of several dozen lake herring, four and one-haInches
At Colomlw) Hall
tomorrow night
of gay Ixmlslana, or of mineralized Colorado, or damp long, from a public watering trough yesterday.
Gentlemen, 50c; ladies free.
..and wet Oregon and many others in the sisterhood t
No microscope was needed iu detect tho 'fish that
A man of 68, who has been in the
of
people
New
Mexico
anion.
The
the
tcsh drchrtcd Cottontail Rabbits employ of the American Lumber com- need take no were taken out of the public watering trough.
This
pauy for nine months, and has at- - Q Al I n
lck seat when it comes to comparing records of assem- little basin, two feet in diameter and eighteen inches 11 very fine. 20c each.
At n tr m
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tended the First M. B. churcn lor as
blies with those of tho oldest and proudest stales of the deep, was as lively with Ush as an aquarium.
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Value of Franchises

THEY GO AT ONCE IF PRICES
WILL FORCE THEM OUT
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COUNCIL HELD AN

TODAY'S

'

Important Matters Considered at Yesterday Afte-

OUTLINED

adjourned meetltiK of the oom-inot'oiin'il was hold yesterday aflor-,nonIn tli? office of City Clerk Lee.
'Tiie roll call showed the presence ot
h quorum, whereupon the minutes of
the prevlouB meeting were read ly the
lerk.
The first formality was the reading
of a large batch of bills and the motion ordering them paid out of their
respective funds.
Alderman Walker Informed the
council that he had InveHtipated the
freight charge for sewer pipe and ascertained that a refund of $3fl.36 was
due the railroad company. The, same
'was ordered paid.
Alderman Walker reported relative
to Inquiries lie made for his committee among civil engineers with a view
of finding out what the cost would be
for looking over the. sewer system
here, securing necessary advlee, etc..
In connection with the same, tie read
a letter from Alexander Potter of
New York, which In substance stated
that Mr. Potter was contemplating a
t'ln ttucuch this section and would,
perform the work for
In
125 a day and expenses, or for $350,
payable upon the completion of the
task.
W. S. Scbeetis of Chicago also ".fid
Alderma-lic.rrlson
for the work.
said that Heniy Phillips, a prominent
engineer of St. Louis, wruM be in
Pueblo soon In connection with sewer
work, and possibly his services could
be obtained for a reasonable a mount.
The matur was finally laid to one
side, without any action being taken
regarding it.
The lighting committee reported favorably on a petition received from residents In the vicinity of Coal avenue
and Arno street for a light on that
corner. The council ordered the; light
installed.
Clerk Ix"e read several reorts from
city officials. The clerk's report showed that 12118.25 had been collected in
licenses, Chler of Police McMillin s
that the sum of $630 bad been received
In fines, while that of the city treasurer showed $7,170.27 on hand. The
report of the building inspector showed that thirty permits had been Issued bv htm, and the estimated valuation . $48,645.
Building Inspector Whltcomb addressed Jhe council In reference to a
proposer amendment to the ordinance.
Hy It the rates to be charged for alterations, repairs and additions to city
property are to be made specific. Considerable discussion ensued, it being
the general opinion of the city dads
that for amounts less than $100 tio
charge should be made; for $100,
60 cents; for $1,000, $1.00, ana , for
more than $1,000, the same fee!, as
charged for the building permit.
An opinion from Citv Attorney M.
K. Hlckey, relative to the pavement
or streets or alleys, stated in effect
that t,ho council bad the power to order
any street .paved, to lien on abutting
property with 6 per cent Interest, and
to mak the property owner pay, within thirty days. This opinion, it was
explained, had no reference to sidewalks, on which tie city attorney will
prepare an opinion, to bo read at the
next, meeting.
At a recent meeting of the city
council a city scavenger was appointed, who was vested with the authority
to. chflrge 25 cents per barrel for moving away garbage. Alderman Harrison
read from the territorial law where
the fees of the scavenger were fixed
at a Vate not to exceed 10 cents per
Wei k from each household. The matter was left with the street committee
and city attorney to straighten out.
Alderman Ctillenwater
suggested
tliut the city attorney prepare a resolution which would compel all contractors engaged in electrical work to
employ competent workmen, and the
necessity of these parties qualifying
before the building inspector before
being permitted to work. This is a
provision to eliminate Incompetent
employes wiring buildings in the city,
which so often results in fires and
other accidents.
Clerk I.ee called the attention of
Ihe council to the fact tbat Poundinas-to- r
Ward was short $40 In his accounts, caused by the loss of tags
numbered from in to 150, which were
removed from the man e pockets when
be was locked up in jail for refusing
to turn over a dog to A.istant Chief
;f Police Kennedy. The
clerk asked
the council to give Ward credit for
the lost lags, and if miv of the missing ones turned up. to charge him for
them. This the aid. rmeu did, and
after Instructing the fina-mcommittee to InvesHgate the advisability of
compelling ticket scalpers to take out
licenses, adjourned sine die.
.

.

Notice of First Meeting of Creditor!.
In ihe District Court of the United
States, for the Second District of
New Mexliv-- Iu
Hankruptcy.
In the matter of Austin Rogers, Bankrupt in Hankruptcy.
To the creditors of Austin R Cers.
ol Albuquerque, in the County of
iind District aforesaid a bankrupt.
Notic- is hen by Klven thai on the
Mlb day of IHctnil.tr, 1905, the said
rs
Austin
waK ,uly a ti j , Kod
bankrupt; and that the first meeting
of his creditors will Le held at the office f M. E. Hlckey, Koom
Harnett
building, in Albuquerque, xew i,,x.
ico. on the 12th day of January A I)
PMitl, at 10 o'clock in the
foionoon at
which time the said redltors inay'at-tendapprove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may
properly come before said meeting
M. E. HICKEV.'
Referee lu Bankruptcy.
Uer-nalill-

Ko-e-

,
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cans Baking powder
25e
25c
Cans of Oysters
20c
Cans of Sugar Corn
25c
Tumblers of Good Jelly
25c
Packages Force
25c
Cans Aprieou
35c
lX).en Sweet Oranges
5c
lood Quality Apples, per lb
H
Packages Washing Powdi r. . .25c
25c
4
Pounds of Kice
We are closing out all Overcoats
and (lloves.
15c
Heavy Lined Mittens, per pair.
$5.75
A good warm Overcoat
At The
CASH BUYER'S UNION,
122 North Second Street.
L

3
8
:l
2
2
2

.

.
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VERY

GROWING

...OUR GREAT...

RAPIDLY

'ALL FAIR BILLS
SHOULD BE PAID

MANY TROUBLES

llfeld Brothers Sold 15,000 His Wife is Injured, his Son Creditors of Last Year's Fairj
Arp Anvinn ihnnt Pavmpnt
Gets Sick and Now His
Head to J. II. Nations
p
Mjeaias
1
of CI Paso.
Cattle Are Killed.
of heir Accounts.
s aw

TO TAKE A TRIP THROUGH EUROPE

llfeld Bros., the prominent dealers
sheep, wool, hides and pelts, have
gone out of the sheep business and
will In the future gle their attention to the wool business and hide
and pelt departments exclusively.
Messrs. llfeld sold tneir sheep
Interests some time ago, at which time
a deal In this line of considerable
magnitude took place.
The llfeld
flocks numbered something In excess
of 15,0oo head.' Of this number just
15.000 were sold,
J. H. Nations of El Paso was the
purchaser, the consideration being
private. Messrs. llfeld have retained
a few sheep on the mesa for their own
in

use.

report was

current about the
to the effect that
llfeld Bros, had gone out of buth the
sheep and wool business. To a reporter from The Evening Citizen, Mr.
Louis llfeld said, when Interrog.Hed
regarding the reimrt: "No, it is only
the sheep Interests we have dlspostM
of. v'e are still engaged in the wool
trade."
.Mr. and Mrs. Louis llfeld leave in
May for an extensive European trip.
It is planned to visit all the cities of
interest across the sea. Mr. and Mrs.
llfeld expect to be absent from Albuquerque until about Christmas.
The
many friends of both will wish them
a bou voyage and the. best of luck and
pit asiire during their rambles about
the old country.
A

streets yesterday,

IN READINESS

ALL IS

FOR THE ELKS' MINSTREL)
YOU WON'T NEED FEATHERS TO
TICKLE YOU IF YOU ATTEND

ELKS'

THE

MINSTELS

TO-

NIGHT.

"Gentlemen, bo seated.-- '
The final dress rehearsal has been
Riven, the performers are letter-perfein their parts, and the end men
are crammed full of jokes. All is in
readiness for the perfectly prepared
pageant In modern minut relay that
will hold forth at the Elks' opera
house tonight, presented by the Elks'
numbering
organization,
minstrel
among its members the finest aud
funniest comedians of .the black-fac- e
art in Albuquerque's home talent.
Interlocutor:
"Bones, how are you
getting along?"
Bones Wilson: "Oh, trimiuingly,

WONDERS WHERE

IS THE END

THEY APPEAL

Sheriff Pcrfecto Armijo expects to
have plenty id' troubles lu conneu-tio- n
with his office for an officer of
the law that docs not have troubles,
is not one who Is faithfully fulfilling
his oath of otllie. Sheriff Armijo, is
as a matter of fact, though, experiencing a grist of tribulations
and
troubles not on the bill of fare fertile sheriff of Hernallilo county, or
of any other county, for that, matter.
A few days ago, .Mrs. Armijo,
the
sheriff's wife, fell, while at tin; ranch,
fracturing a bone lu her left limb.
Particulars of this accident appeared
exclusive)' in The Evening Citizen.
It might be said, before going any
further, that Mrs. Armijo Is resting comfortably. It being only a matter of time until ho will bo up and
around again.
SheriT?
Added io this misfortune
Armijo yesterday received a telegram
from Mexico City chronicling the serious illness there of his son, David
Armijo. As the dispatch was very
unintelligible, owing to the fact thai
part was in English und part In Spanish, the exact nature of the son's
Illness was not obtainable, and the
telegram was sent back for correction, it Is more than probable that
the sheriff will be obliged to go to
Mexico shortly.
Another streak of bad luck fell to
tho lot of the sheriff yesterday at
his. ranch, when one valuable jersey
cow was killed and another seriously
Injured as the result of an attack
made upon them by two bulldogs, the
property of a neighbor named Munzey. The vicious canines, after bit-Ione bovine to death, attacked another, pulling her ears off, and no
doubt they would have finished the
cow had not n son of the sheriff appeared upon the scene with a gun and
dispatched one dog to tho happy
hunting ground and wounded the
other to tho extent that death is expected to soon put an end to its sufferings. An tinfortunato
part of
the bovine tragedy is the fact that
Munzey is a particular friend of the
sheriff, which makes the collection,
of money in payment for tho cattle
unpleasant, although Munzey has offered to settle.
"I hope," the sheriff said, "tbat 1
have reached tho end of my unlucky
my
"certainly have had
streak.
share."
A nephew of the sheriff, Trauquil-InArmijo, It will be remembered,
died on December 27.
nj

IS IN FULL SWING

TO NEW OFFICERS

Messrs. Oreer and Sellers, ofllcers
of the late twenty-fift- h
territorial fail1,
inform The Citizen that they are
In receipt of quite a number of communications inquiring what slep'ithe
new officers of tho twenty-sixt- h
fair,
have taken towards paying the Indebtedness of the last fair.
Inasmuch as Messrs. Greer and
Sellers, as officers of the twenty-fift- h
fair. Immediately hypothecated
their subscriptions and gave Individual notes for enough to pay in full
h
all indebtedness of the twenty-foufair, some $2.2oo, they feel that
something should be done by the officers of the twenty-sixt- h
fair lu the
same direction, considering they now
nave about li.nno subscribed for the
next fair ami that several of the $500
subscribers have signified their willingness to pay the caRh at once.
.Messrs. tireer and Sellers are also
firm in their belief that, the amounts
owing should be paid in full, the
same as they did with the lu4 Indebtedness, and insofar ng the subscriptions for the 191)6 fair now
amount to the net sum of fully
$5,000. This matter should be attended to at once, and bills held
against the fair or last all' should
be paid as soon as possible.

'

W0R

toc.k

Early as

Come

305 West Railroad

0

o,

We

Offer to supply you with anything In

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
$8.76 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

Clay-pool-

....

Grade of Peas
loc
See us for stove pipe and elbows.
Cod Fish, per brick
10c
2 Pound Can of Pork and Deans... 10c
Vermicelli, per pound
he
Post urn Cereal, per package
20c
We are headquarters for tents and
all canvas goods.
THE MAZE.
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
o

WUKt opened keg of Rp(. olive,
ziie per pint.
SAN JOSE MARKET.

$6
25c
20

Mrs. E. II. liarsch has Just received:
word that her sister, Miss Jean Bernard, well known lu this city, ha resigned her position In the Milwaukee.''
State Normal to accept the position of
manager of the primary department
of tho Giun & Co. publishing house
of Chicago and Boston, one of the lar-g- t
st publishing houses of t du ai i.uial

matter

in

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.

ls

In Our New Location.
We have moved to 205 West Rail-

road avenue, and are better prepared
to take care of our customers than
ever. Our twelve years' experience
in the Kodak. HjM.rtlng Goods
and
liieveio business, insures you competent service.
Dring y0r kodak
and bicycle repairing to us.
V. J. Hoostou,
th
Snorting Goods
Man. formerly at m West Gold
avenue. .

Id Bond.

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goodsr Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.
&
-

Whitman's

CANDIES ALWAYS

fini-diin-

Druggists

First St.

BRIGGB & COMPANY

PROPS. ALVA KADO PHARMACY
and Gold
Are.

Both Pdotim

We Thaw Them By Electricity in Five Mfagtes.

NO DIGGING
Co.

216 South Second St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX

TO DnSTE WELL

re Restaurant

MEALS, 25 CENT8.
Service a la carte, Day and Nlglit Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
8EA80N.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. 6UNTAGG, Proprietor.

'.M.
Automatic Pbonc. 199.

CARPET

CLEANING

IN

'f MISSION FURNITURE!

TMOItMTOM Thm Clumnar
He Is the
Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- ii.'A and (shipping, unpacking and J
up, and M no upxtartat
ilio huHiaesH. There Is no oth- - J
cr just Thornton. That's all. 4
l!'Hh 'phonos.

Barnett Building

Latest

s

Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CR AFTERS

Ladies' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plato Racks, Hook Racks, HaC
Racks, Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

The McBrian Furniture Go.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STROXQ BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Saiita llarbara Cemeteries

and

MONUMENTS.

Machine Works o

Albuquerque, foundry and
u .1
Iivih
.'U wuu

P. MALL. Proprietor
..
n
II,...
vs.a, Pnal
t anuua, n.a
uu i,UUJU
...cots PBilHB
R.

m m .1

T

V.

.

L

a. i

l
I
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Rabbit Metal; Columns sod Iron fronts
(or
Buildings.
Ropmlrm on Mining mnd Mill Machinery a Bpoolmlty
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albuquerque. M. at
V

BI

,

U

ft.lll

i0

0
A

T

i'"l I'll X. Sfooud St.. Both Phones.

-- 1N-

H. O'RIELLY CO ,

B. II.

REGULAR

Sole Agents.

SHHEWHtBsgnsBBESKaBOMBBi

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

J,

ALL SIZE PACKAGES

Santo

Albuquerque, N.

STEAM

Cunther's

5

-

JAFFA GROCERY CO.

OCXDCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXj

-

0

ALBUQUERQUE,

BABY FOOD
ALL-KIND- S

VVITKRIi:

MELINI & EAKIN

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

Lowney's

SOUTH S13COND STREET.

Telephone:
Automatic, 455.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

APPLES, ETC.
Just received a shipment of
old fashioned buckwheat also
Genuine Vermont Maple Syrup.

119

The Jeweler

Southwestern Electric and Construction

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

has been reached in our carriages
buggies and spring wagon. The only
wa ythcy can ever lie better Is tc
raise tlu. pinnacle elevate the stand
ard and even then our vehicles wil)
bo found at the top. They're not so
high in prices, though, as to be out
of the reach of most vehicle user?
lA-- t
us quote you figures.

FRESH FOrTSATURDAY.
SMOKED GOOSE BREASTS
SMOKED GOOSE SHANKS
SAUSMOKED
GOOSE
LIVER
SAGES
SMOKED WEINER SAUSAGE
RING SAUSAGE
BOLOGNA SAUSAGE
SMOKED BEEF
BOILED HAMS
12 KINDS OF CHEESE
10 KINDS BULK RELISHES
3 KINDS BULK OLIVES
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Good Things to Eat. )

Bottled

MAYNARD.

THE ONLY WAY
Give Us A Trial.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

THE PINNACLE OF HUMAN SKILL

DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE1
At Colombo Hall
tomorrow night.
Gentlemen, 50c; ladles free.

THANKS TO OUR

ALL A

NO FIRE

THE CELEBRATED

aooococrcxxoooc

the United States.

WITH GRACIOUS

Avenue

Frozen Water Pipes?

(

ORANGES
BANANAS

THE

Choice

99

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

CAULIFLOWER
GRAPE FRUIT

i

First

305 West Railroad

.. .$6.75

Decorated Havlland China, at
per cent discount.
25c
75c Glass Berry Sets
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.25
$1.73 Decorated Lamps
.V
$4.50 Decorated Lamps .
$3.28
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40c
50c Steam Egg Poacher
:
$10J50
$12.50 Buggy Harness

Good Things to Eat

12MiC

we

PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

p;

Shortly after dinner, today, an
alarm of fire called the department to
the Highland district.
In some unknown manner a spark from the kitchen stove Ignited the canvas forming
the roof of a cottage at the corner of
Iron avenue and High street and oc
cupied by M. L. Ixigue. A hole several
feet square was burned in the roof. It
was extinguished practically before
the firemen arrived. The loss is insignificant and covered by insurance.
,
The cottage if. owned by E. V.
of North English, Iowa.

Get

PATRONAGE

l.ini-Iteds-

Uu-en.-

ef

0 MANY PATRONS FOR THEIR LIBERAL

MINES.

1

Possible and

Avenue

BOUNTIFUL SUPPLY FOR CITY'S
NEED HAS BEEN SHIPPED UP
Coal is as' scarce today as It has
been since the supply ran. out three
weeks ago, but according to reoorts
which come from the coal offices, re- net is close at hand. Harry Billiard,
office manager at the Cerrillos CoaJ
Yards, telephoned this morning that
he would have a bountiful supply of
wuai en nana tne early part of next
week.
Several cars have been shipped from the Gallup mines, consigned
to them, and arrangements have been
made for more to follow. Mr. Lullard
stated that at present, it rutiulred
from three to ten days for a car of
coal to reach Albuquerque, from Gallup, and It would only be a question of
time before he would have a supply
at hand sufll-le- nt
to meet all demands.

soon

will

i

THE COAL MAN SEES DAYLIGHT

FROM GALLUP

reduct.oo

be followed by the trying tasks
avenue, just across from our present location.
To make the transfer of the stock safe and easy, from
present to the
are compelled to reduce our stock, regardless of consequences. All the
profit, blown to the wTnd

THLJ,.'.G

rt

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
AND
MOST
COMPLETE
LINE
OF
STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES,
DELICATESSAN, ETC.. AND INtrimming)'."
VITE YOU TO COME AND INSPECT
To miss the minstrels tonight, is
OUR LINE BEFORE PLACING AN
to be sad forever more. Manager ArORDER.
PRICE AND QUALITY IS
thur Cavanaugh has devoted special ROCK ISLAND TRAIS
GUARANTEED.
U:S
pains to this entertainment,
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
DEVOURING OVER SANTA FE
songs are all up to date, the jokes
(Good Things to Eat.)
are new, and those attending will
As proof that tho Hock Island is
witness a performance more furiously
The
dc;th of Mrs. Elizabeth Struck
funny than the redoubtable
Lew really snow bound, four Rock Island, occurred oarly this morning, of con(Jolden
trains, two of them
State
Dockstader himself could prodnce.
sumption.
will pass through Albuquerque AlbuquerqueThe deceased had been In
Special attention has been given to
for three months. She
o
o'clock tonight and tui;ui'-ro- was 31
the olio, and as a remilt some of between
old. The remains will he
morning. The snow blockade on shipped years
theHiest talent obtainable in the city
to the former home In Wait-sau- .
has been secured for this part of the the Rock Island is near Satua Rosa,
Wis., this eveu'ig, accompanied
program. In addition. "Spot'' Moore, and the trains which are expected by tho mother.
Mrs. Mary Volt.z.
the village cut-tiEdison Hickox, In re tonight, will leave their own road
the comedian with the funny impedi- at Tucunicari, detouiing over the
The following
licenses
ment; Frank Oelaney; Joo Sheridan, Dawson road to French, wnere they were grante'd today:marriage
Ramires,
the Irish wit; M. E. Hickey, the Utile are transferred to the Santa Ke. They 10 years of age, of Ocadlz
Ranc.-hodo
(?) fun maker; K. W. 1). Bryan, an will probably use the Santa Ke tracks Atrlsca. and
25
old footlight
favorite; C.U9 Thelin; to Doming, where they will go to the years old. ot La Tljcra: Aiiznres,
Enlimla PaJohn Steward, C. M. Horton, Joe Southern Pacific's tracks, with which dilla, 23 years old, and Duly.
Padilla,
Scotti, the musical man; and Pro- road the Rock Island have a traffic both of Pndlllas;
.luanita Mariana. 19
It is not known here years old.
moter A. W. Cavanaugh, the funniest agreement.
of Navajo, and Demetrio
of 'em all, will act as end men and hew soon the. Rock Island people ex- Snn.loz. 21 years
old, of Padilla.
pect to have their road open.
do the leading stunts.
Without a doubt this will be the
best amateur performance ever witSATURDAY'S
SALE.
nessed in Albuquerque, and with Mr. 2 Pounds NewtonSPECIAL
Creamery ButMatson's assurance that the opera
ter
55c
house will be warm and comfortable, 3 Dottles of Chow Chow
25c
ami judging from the advance sale of 3 Cans of Cream
DUCKS
25c
seats, the house will be crowded, and California Tomatoes
GEESE
10c
the "S. It. O." sign hung out early
SPRING CHICKENS
We carry a stock ot Carpenter's
in the evening.
i
High Grade Tools.
HENS
1
TURKEYS
Pound of Walter Maker's ChocLONG RUN FOR A VERY
OYSTERS
olate
oc
8 Cnns of Sardines
GREEN PEAS
25c
SMALL FIRE TODAY 2 Packages
CALIFORNIA LETTUCE
Cold Water Starch
15c

.

,

IS

SHERIFF ARMIJO'S

THE SHEEP BUSINESS

An

H

NEWS TODAY,

HAVE GONE OUT OF

rnoon's Session.
THb PROCEEDINGS

CITIZEN.

THE EVENING CITIZEN'S ARMY OF READERS WHO PREFER

ADJOURNED MEETING
.

EVENING

SPRINGS

JEMEZ HOT

STAGE LINE

United States mall;
a cbauKe of stock en
route: khmI rig, horses and drivers;
rii; h avi-- Albuqiiorque every Monday
WeliK - lay and Kriday at 5 a. m. For
parui uUi. address W. L. Trimble
Co.,
im, Albuquerque, N. M.. or J.
H. Iil.oCK, Proprietor, perea. N. M.
Can

iim

lb'?

only line

it.ii

,

a'

Sill..--

ar.,1

: r.l'c for Tie Evening CltizeD
tlie news.

r''

m9m99
THE NEW
ANTONIO

HOME

YORK
ARMIJO,

GROWN

Special Salts Every Saturday.

oe

m

FAIR

I

Prop.

PURE

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third

Strsst

ooooooooo ocoooooooeo

SUBSCRIBE; FOR THE

EVENING

CITIZEN

AND

6ET-TH-
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

BY GRAND DUKE

ACTRESS LOVED

CAUSE OF

RUSSIA'S

(Small Holding Claim No. 5fit.)
Department or the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,

NAVAL ROUT

FOR

WLLE. BALETTA AMASSED
N SEVEN
TUNE OF $3,000,000
x,rAQSNOW BLAMED FOR THE
p.. CASTERS. SHE HASi
PARIS ALEXIS
ESCAPED TO
NEGLECTED ALL FOR HER.

......i

Hal- -

,vtershurg; Jn.
leading rrencu
Imperial Michael theater n St Po ter
bur", who In ven year has obUtno.1,
MIU..

S).

,

,
love o i
$3,000,000 because of the
hs too
Duke Alexis
compelled U loave the theater
tnfJ
return to Fari".aw
- f
w'no'
Because or
.
W""11'
J'OlltlK
beautiful
. i,lL-lvMlliuon oi
of
until the denuuioornmandcMn
0hie
madron wasarm.
fce
tb Russian.
mHency
tleB porn, tod the
"
from naval oito accept. '
irksome
i
.hirv
1 '
fleers who
Is
duties or gain
petersuurn. Mile. Baletta

G1

v.nt;Nc

-

;--

'"".,,"

.

,

nr'

""'""

pr'"

St.

rfC.

1905
Notice la hereby given tha' the
wing-named
claimant has filed

Alexia left Russia.

NOTICE

JMPich

difficult

since

there
B11,ience8
,ufearing

n.-- r

"tut

tt.
tiurl

&fe BANK of COMMERCE
New

follo-

no-

make final
tice of his intention t
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of Februiiry 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
47a), and thnt said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M.. on the 7th day
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus (inrola,
for the Smnll Holding Claim No. fitl!!.
in Sees. 24. 25 and 26. T. 7 N.. R. 2 K
H
names the following witnesses
to prove hla actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshlnp, viz:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M :
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.;
Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Qregorlo Apo'aca. of Valencia. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under tho laws and regulations
of the Iuterior Department why such
proof should not bo allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of Baid claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
cf mat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

trU" ha'an

He" large.,
reverses of Russia
ese war. ana ne. grown
ol theater has

REPORT OP THE CONDITION OF.

28

above-mention-

ed

cross-exami-

ne

Albuquerque,

M ( lose of Business December 30th, 1905
(Jnnuary lat, 190ft. being Holiday 1

would be riots anions
'ner.
thereon-paher 150.000 Mr
tr1!;Mta left St. Petersburg like a
Thi picture shows a revolutionary cartoon, which has been circulated
car or secretly
Mnetn SI e
in Russia, but reached this country on a post card. It represent
.,a special
for
nnartment
herself wnn
nished Grand Duke Alexis presenting the Russian navy to Mile. Baletta.
Her iHHhe
her three dons The
trip cost her
.,80 pounds
for her, and supplying her with dresstimes a week.
llsC Alexis h.id fallen madly in love with es and horses and carriages.
leaving the act reR8 had Credit
Alexis Introduced the netress to the
a daughter of n wealthy Russian phy
by the
fl00 transferred to Paris
marrying her. czar and the grand dukes, who were
on
sician,
insisted
and
.
.
.
..
,
ftp
Kronnaise. and iuui-,.,i,i,.iv. Alexis be-- charmed bv her beauty, and acpom
lieved she had been poisoned and his plishments.
When the naval disasters began to
grief was fearful.
thatathe rich
P sa ing
Her overtake Russia and Alexis fell Into
Mile. Baletta.
he
met
like
Then
anything
for
sold
could not bo
beaiitv fascinated hitn. and soon he disgrace, the people of St. Petersburg
their real value at prese.....
During the! turned against the actress and at the
forgot his former love.
St.
in
arrived
When. Mile. Baletta ft SO. she was first week of their intimacy, the act- - Michael theater the audience threw
voflm
rotten eggs at her, shouting, 'Down
ress received $25,000 worth of dl
unknown, and naa
grand duke, and then, with Alexis' favorite.'
Vr
the
from
monds
onlc ability. Becau8fwVeIflel tne he made Iter a fixed allow Mice of. Alexis left Kusia nu is now in
was engaged
government 15.000 a month, besides furnishing and France, but Baletta phtcklly declined
which receives a
plays four paying the rent of a splendid residence to resign.
French
,bsldy for giving
Ik-I-

y

ened

"Sore

.

.

Sir

KAISER BILL ABOUT READY TO GIVE KING EDDIE
A REAL HARD SLAP ON THE WRIST

,don.
lV'on.
T
.
,

n'"

Jan.

ra

Increas.

rlctlon

-- .hn

are

kaiser about
aUbTe sayings
TTnita it rl ward.

othe

Vritted by the large
F'l' r .'i(iiir
BDace given over

.

Edward7, influence in Euro- recently said to a num
ber of German court followers:
old
"It Is too ridiculous forto that
pose as
uncle of mine
destinlea of a great
controller of

to

JtMm.

Hit J

hi I ft', &
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young fool. William baa com-

of meddling
mitted the great mistake
He will have to be

with my business.
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better manners.
UKg Edward's
cause baa been taken
aald that hng
up by Mr. Balfour, who
any monarch taat
land would crush Napoleon
and dom-r- "
emulate
u
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u,rd ransdowne
very plainly to the
who has referred
ltentate
kaiser as an unscrupulous
o
The kaiser nas been mau
on many
and
references
HJrI8l:s he talks disdain ully of the
uu
:'" the'
amours of King H.iwara.
marks being faithfully conveyed to
Itrltish monarch.
days to the kaiser ostenta- ,
tiously slUhted tbe pKliah aniba'aa-re
Berlin.
hLi tae incident to his government. ,
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ELKS h OPERA h HOUSE
Friday, January 5th

Elks' Big Minstrels
Under the auspices of

HUNTING TRIP
STEV-

60 STAR PERFORMERS

-

ftB'JN'i. "
from$2.2Sto$iB0 00
RIFLE9 .
03 00
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. . from 2 60 to
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6HOTGUN3 . . from 7.50 to 85.00
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favorites. To avoid speculators getIncluding all of the
ting control of the house the night of the performance, only a
limited number of seats will lie sold to each person, the purchaser
to name the limit.
old-tim- e

!.

If Inter-yoNHiKiTlsvi.yntj
have it. Milled
'
ntt In umau
I over fustai;e.
i alilotf prl, e.
Aluminum llantrerwilt ba
Out attrartlve three-col- .
.nt anvwliere f.T 10 enf, in st.iuipi.
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3, 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17, of tiie act of March
mill, (ZO mats., oo;p us aiuruuru
I A,
y tne act. or ieuruary zi, ih3.
Stats., 470), and that said proof wiil
States
be made before the United
court commissioner at San Rafel, N.
M., on February 9, 1906, viz.: Dona- ciano Pino, for the 1 and 2, section 20;
lot 3, sections 17 and 20; lot 4, section 17; lot 5, sections 8 and 9, town- thip 10 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his 'actual continuous ad
verse possession of snid tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
Oorjionio Flgucroa, of Cubero, n.
M ; Pablo bucero, of Cubero. N. M
Banlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M .; Juan
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the wltnpsses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
KINO
Register.
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J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
P. ().

Bot

4006

Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

a

TJ.

8. A.

"Elks Theatre

JOHNSON'
General Contractor
A. D.

TWO GUARANTEED PLAYS

ARTHUR

House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.

e

'Phone,

tissue-buildin-

Jan.

:'-.'-

Red 131.

at

'

the

o

A

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

L
D
C

D

Automatic 'phone, 631. Office, 208H
West Gold Avenue.

O

W

s

B. P. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17,

N. T. Armijo Building.

the

SALE FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changee
BEST TURNOUTS IN" THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues

H
E

LIVERY,

H

The "Franciscan"

Cordial Bitters
M0T fWINHNTWITaiCIAWS

V

W m

DOrfDEH&orTMt SJOHAM
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D
JAMES M. BftOPHY

S

11th at 9 O'clock
PRICES. SOe, 7Se, $1.00

Stat on Salt at Ualioa t, Thursday, Jan.
CAR LOAD SCZNERY
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iiiji.ipiAq."

Va
AGAINST

R

R
T

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kind of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

ataWMtwotOBT

MLL-ST-

A

DRAGOIE

M.

ESTHA WILLIAMS
AND

on

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
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Colorado
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AISTON COMPANY

Jan. 12

Lead Avenue and First Street.
Automatic

C.

Friday

Half the World Wonders
liow-thoilier half lives. Those who
use tiut klen's Arnica Salve never
wonder if it. will cure Cuts,, Wounds,

1 1

ALBUOUERQUE LODGE 461
NEW JOKES, NEW SONGS,
NEW IDEAS.

-

-"

tun to b properly equip!! obtain the
m

fcNS

kaiser's marriage to bring about a reconciliation and also on the expected
birth cf a child by the crown princess,
which will make the kaiser a grand Burns, Sores and all Skin Eruptions;
they know It will. Mrs. Grant Shy,
father.
1130 E. Reynolds street, Springfield,
III., says:
"I regard It one of the ab
solute
necessities of housekeeping."
the court was culled to the recent BILL WENT TO EL PASO
Guaranteed by all druggists, 25c.
death ol the late Judge Morris S.
THE TERRITORIAL
Willi A WOMAN
took place at his home
Tuley,
which'
NOTICE FOR "PUBLICATION.
SUPREME COURT in Chicago. Judge Tuley at the ti.l:e
(Small Holding Claim No. C61.)
of his death was associate just ice of REPORT THAT HE HAD BEEN IN
Department
pracof the Iuterior, United
In
and
supremo
Illinois
court
DAYS.
the
TEN
NEARLY
HELD
THAT CITY
PROCEEDINGS OF SESSION
In this
Office, Santa Fe, N. M
Land
States
supreme
court
the
ticed
before
ADDec. 28. 1905.
YESTERDAY APPLICANTS
R Is now reported that John U.
territory .from 1Mb to 18;4.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Bell, who committed suicide in the
A committee consisting of
MITTED TO PRACTICE.
claimant baa filed no
T. H. Cation and Max. Sheldon hotel last Sunday night, came lowing-name- d
Prince,
rem rourt met at 10 o'clock Frost, was appointed to draft and pre- to El Paso from his home at Amarillo tice of his intention to make final
i t...
yesterday niorningin the chambers in sent to the court proper reso.utions of about ten days ago and that he was proof In support of his claim under
-- ,.it,.i
iititiriiue. Santa Fe.
accompanied by a young woman, says sections IB and 17 of the act of March
condolence.
1069, lu which Alexander the El Paso Herald.
were present: Chief Justice William
No.
Case
It is said that 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
John R, M. Hendry Is plaintiff lu error and the couple lived at a rooming house the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
J. Mills. Associate Jutlces
McFie, Frank W. Parker, William H.
H. H. Cartwright, dofendant In error, until Saturday, when young Bell leu 470), and that said proof will be made
F.riwnrii A. Mann and Ira A. was argued and submitted.
N. It.
woman, going to the Sheldon. before the U. S. Court Commissioner
irw
ai.i.n'n .lose TJ. Sena, clerk of the Ijiushlin and W. B. Chllders were at- - the
Whether or not Bell and the woman at Albquerque, N. M-- , on the 7th day
court, was also present.
torneys for the plaintiff, and h. A. quarreled is unknown, but the Buppo- - of February. 1906. viz: Pedro Galle
i
The territory of New Mexico was Flske attorney for the defendant.
sitlon is that Bell, being ashamed tolgos y Gonzales, for the small holding
Attorney General
bv
renresented
harles return to hla wife at Amarillo, de claim No. 661 In Sees. 3. 10 and 11
No. 112' In which
Case
Creighton M. Mann was appellant and John Baker cided to destroy himself.
T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
George W. Prichard.
Foraker, United states marahal, was was a' peLlee, the motion to dismiss
He names the following witnesses
The name of the woman Is not
aJso present.
the appeal was sustained and the ap known. It is thought that she Is still to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract tor twenty
The following business was had:
peal' dismissed. Sam B. Gillutt and ti in the city.
The committee on examinations of ll. Fergusson were attorneys for the
The body of Bell was forwarded years next preceding the survey of
applicants for admission to the bar appellant n- the township, viz:
H. Field attorney last night to Amarillo.
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N
of the supreme court of the territory for the nppellee.
M.; Francisco Torres, ot Tome, in. M.
of New Mexico made its report recomA Modern Miracle.
mending that the candidates examined
" I ruly miraculous seemed the re Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Ber
COMING EVENTS
by It be admitted to practice.
covery of Mrs. Mollle Holt of this nardo Gallegoa, of Tome, N. M.
Upon signing the roll and taking
Any person who desires to protest
place," writes J. O. R. Hooper, Wood
the oath of oflice, the following were January 6 Moving Pictures.
by agilnst the allowance of said proof,
ford,
so
wasted
Tenn.,
was
"she
January 8, 9, 10 Geo. Samuels' At coughing up puss
Mho knows of any substantial rea
admitted to the bar en certificates of
from her lungs or
practice in other states or territories: tractions.
son under the laws and regulations
DtM'tors
near
so
that
declared
her
end
of the Interior Department why such
R. H. Templeton, Santa Rosa; D. S. January 11 Pablo Roraalne.
had watrfhed by her bed
Jenuary 12 "Shadows on the Hearth" the family
'Grantham, Carlsbad; William R-proof should not be allowed will be
my
forty-eigh- t
when,
side
hours;
at
D. J. Thomas,
January 13 "Old Cross Roads."
given an opportunity at the above
Fort Sumner;
New
urgent
Dis
King's
request
Dr.
Jauuary 15 West's Minstrels.
Carlsbad; Edwin C. t'rorupton, Raton;
mentioned time and place to cross- covery
given
was
aston
her,
with
the
January 20 Murray and Mack
IL R. Wade, Jarilla; John W. Arm- examine the witnesses ot said claim
began
ishing
Improvement
result
that
atrong, Carlsbad; Arthur I. Kelso, Las
January 23 "Hooligan's Trou'
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
finally
com
and
continued
until
she
Jauuary 29, 30 Geo. Samuels' .it- I'ruces.
of that submitted by claimant.
healthy
Is
uletelv
recovered,
a
and
to tractions.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
The following were admitted
for
cure
woman
todav."
Guaranteed
Jauuary 31 "Oie Oteson."
Joseph W,
practice by examination;
all
at
coughs
$1.00
colds.
50c
and
and
Always
Increases the Strength.
E. I.. Euloe, Iis
Read, Hillsboro;
druggists. Trial ls)ttle free.
A reasonable amount of food thor
Indigestion Overcome.
Cruces; Alexander N. Speer, Jr., San- oughly digested and properly as.iim
Indigestion easily overcome by the
Paul A. F. Waller, Santa Fe;
la Fe;
increase th
always
will
laled
H. M. Roderick, Ruton; Charles A use of Kdol l'ysepsla Cure, because A NEW YORKER
PAINFULLY HURT. trensth. If vour stomach is a "little
law, Clayton; C'barlse E. Davidson this remedy rV.gesta what you eat and
Tucumcari; Mark V. Thompson, Ala- - gives the stomach a rest allows It to
E. R. Haskell, of New York, who is off Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
recuperet ai.d grow strong again spending the winter at Iw Alamos, what you eat and enable the digestiv
mogordo.
With the exception of John W. Arm Ktxiol relieves Indigetiilon, Belching of San Miguel county, had quite a aer-lo- organs to assimiliateg and transform
blood
all food Into
strong, all appeared In court and took das, Sour Sfniath. Heart-Burn- ,
etc
niibhap when driving In to
relievos Sour Stomach, Reich
the oath of office. Attoruey Armstrong and enaUes the digestive, organs to Vegas. He managed to turn his sleigh KodolHeart-Buand all forms of Ildl
tranntorm ail fxU into Uhe kind of over ami fell underneath. HU arm was ing,
later.
will
Upon Ihe suggestion of
rich ie! bliHxi that ruakeMualth and painfully cut and he waa otherwise gesllou. Palatable and strengthening.
Sold by all druggists.
Li. Bradford Prince, the tttleutioq of ktretitli.
Sold by all druggists.
cut and bruised.

appr

II.117.32S

Having ample resourct s, conservative management,' and a representative board of directors, and
being equipped In unexcelled facilities for the transaction of the various branches of legitimate banking. THE BANK OF COMMERCE solicits the accounts of corporations, firms and Individuals. a well as
with prudential business
out of town banks, promising the utmost liberality of treatment consistenj
methods. Correspondence Is Invited.

Ca-nu- to

Efforts are being made to reconcile
the two rulers, but hitherto without
avail. The peacemakers, however, are
counting on the coming jubilee celebration of the -- Ttth anniversary of the

r--

41

An Increase in Deposits from 1396
to Date of 612 per cent

that the folloclaimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 nnd 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (2G Stats., 854), as amended by
the net of Februiiry 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that paid proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1900, viz: Juan Apodaca.
for the lot 1, sees. 23 and 24. and lot
2, sec. 23, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshlnp, viz:
Renlto Armijo, of Valencia. N. M.;
Jesus Oarcla, of Valencia, N. M.J
Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
Tomaa Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
er who knows of any substantial reason under the lawa and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by clnlmant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO, Register.
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Solomon Luna. President
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(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
Department of the Interior, United
States land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
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Odii.ers and Directors:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

OTMfcK.

EACH

CALLING

SOME FUN FOR TWU

Sll.TlO
21.600 00
6.000 00

Capital Stock Paid in
Surplus and Profiu ...
tV posit

20

Dec. 28, 1905.
Noyce Is hereby given

E
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Real Estate
Furniture and Fixture
Ditf from Other Banks...
rah on Bund

o
"UNSCRUPUL-AR"RAKE,"
'FOOL,
OF THE DES- SOME
OUS,
HARD NAMES THEY
. PERATELY

LIABILIIILS:

KLSOURCIS
LottiiM and Dmcounb)

(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Ee. N. M.,
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Mexico

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
J

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

& Eakin
Melini
Albuquerque,
New

Mexico.

Perfection Attained.
Perfection can only be attained In the
physical by allowing Nature to appropriate and not dissipate her own resources Cathartics gripe, weaken
dissipate, vlle DeWltfa Little Eearly
Risers simply expel all putrid matter
and blie, thus allowing the liver to asGood for the
sume normal activity,
Houston,
complexion.
W. H. How,
have used
Tex., says:
"For years I my
family
Little Early Riser Pills In
No better pill can be used for const!
nation." Sold by al druggists.

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the reason that we can guarantee

all glasses prescribed by

Debber Optical Co.
115 GOLD AVE.

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

h
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xzczcocorxrc3 oo ooooooooocoooo PRETTY STAGE MAIDENS
We desire to thank all our friends and customers
uted to make Our fyst annual

contrib-

who

A LE

m m m

THIRD STREET

ORGANIZE A UNION

INVENTORY HOLIDAY

THEY

HAVE

AN

WLL INSIST

DELEGATE. WHO
ORGANIZER
AN D A WALKING
UPON THEIR RIGHTS ALL THE TIME.

F

"m

tl

BELEN

OtIS

Col. Ph. Red 177
West end viaduct

DIVISION POINTS WHEN COMPLETED

been written

So much has

TO COME TWICE

9

rtZEO STABLES

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

H

Marqtiette.M

aud

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

RANKIN

FOUND AT LAST

CO.

&

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE

Wnolciia laundered without shrinking.
We tave added to our 'h
ready well equipped laundry a machlue wfch which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When
are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, hrinj tbem
to ut
aud we will straighten them out for you

LOANS

Automatic plum
Room

v..

.lj.w

v,1 .

i

"

10. N. T.

451.

Armijo Building

BAKERY
fIONE
BA1XINO,

r;

t

SIMON

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class aklng.x
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

A

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

YEAR!

307
Both

ON THEORY THAT IF ONE TRIP
IS GOOD TWO TRIPS ARE BET-TEof late,

alout

nild-wlnte- r,

mid-wint-

f.

f.

1

p

a

col-Wit- h

.

i

Railroad Avenue.
Oav

Established

I'

T

West

'Phones.

--

cut-of-

Wholesale Grocers

X

AND

IMPERIAL
0

Jc

WHirE.

NY

.

I

& CO.

Hole ageuts for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin A Co.'s Coffees. Im

OFFICERS OF Till-- : C HOIU'S GIRLS' UNION.
boden'g Granite Flour.
Oli-Treasurer. Virginia Stelnlumlt.
May.
President.
Secretary
Therese Barron.
Organizer. Anetta Martin.
Vice President, Lu-- .
StaplA
Walking Delegate, Loulso McDonald.
cllle Munroe.
New York. Jan. 4. A chorus girls' when rehearsing for a production,
Groceries
union Is the latest sensation in a during
period, under the present conditions, they receive no salary, HUlBboro creamery Butter Best on
theatrical way.
Earth.
The pretty singing and dancing yet tiiese girls declare that this is by
maids of Marie Cahlll's company are no means the only thing they intend Orders Solicited.
Free Dellrery.
To prove that they
renponKiuie ioruiis organized move- to accomplish.
other interels In view, Anetta
ment. What Is more, one and all in- have
214
South
Second
Street.
Martin, one of the pre) Vest of their
sist that they are in downright seri- number,
has
ora
become
general
ous earnestness.
CLARKVILLC PRODUCE CO
For one occasion ganizer. She
has started bravely out
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
at least each dainty maid of the com- to
urge
others
to
come
the
Into
pany eschewed a small bird, lobster
Wholesale and Retail
union.
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
a la Newburg, and other goodies, to
The
meeting
was
first
of
union
the
hold a chapter meeting, where a
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
at the home of Marie Cahlll, who 602 South
number of lengthy, enthusiastic and held
First Street Both Phones
was chosen as the honorary president
vehement resolutions were adopted. and who impetuously accepted,
with
.
While the primary object of this the assurance:
chapter is to secure a living income
riRE
"I will stick to the union until the
for the ftlrls during the long weeks end."
INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Bulldlnc Associa
tion. Office at 1. C Raldridge'i LumMexico where he will remain for two I. A. V. Ley, formerly with the Santa ber yard.
months or more looking after some Fe as office man in this city, left lust
mining properties. His family will re- - night accompanied bv his wilV, for
TOTI A GRAOI
main in this city for the benefit of Ketner. where he has" accepted a
s
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
wife's health.
sition with the American Lumber comGrain and Fuel.
pany.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
E. R. Wells, former depot master!
and cigars. Place your orders for
In this city, lert last
night for his' c- H. Howldeu, baggage agent for
this line .with us.
home at La Junta, Colo., where he ,lu Santa Fo at
Vegas, arrived
NORTH THIRD STREET.
will engage in agricultural pursuits. in ,lu' til.v lat night and will remain
He will be succeeded by G. H. Gray. ' s'vcral days visiting friends,
who is well versed In the art of hobo;
chasing. Mr. Wells made many friends
The block system recently installed
during his stay in Albuquerque, who between Newton and Dodge City,
will regret to set him leave the city. Kan., by the Santa Fe, will soon be
"
lor operation.
j ready
A carload of colonists from Nor- man, Okla., passed through Albuquer- - n All
ar
que last night en route to Agna Fria. nAILnUAU
AND
lUVlt TaDI
Mexico, wnere tliey Intend to invest
in farming lands. The nartv wan in
t.Iu effect November 12, 1903.)
cnarge of .Morgan & Grelsner. land
East bound.
agents of Norman, who have become
", Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
interested in .Hexico lands.
a. m., departs 8:30 a. m.
Superintendent Etter, of the Sania No. 4. Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
Fe, accompanied by Trainmaster RipWe Hive a
ley, In the former's private car, have No. S, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p- - m.,' departs
left San Mareial for a tour of inspecSnap fpr some
p.
7:43
m.
tion over Mr. Etter's division of the
road. This Is Superintendent Etter's No. in, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
with a
one
,6:G0 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Initial trip.
little money
Westbound.
Twenty-fou- r
oil
cars from the No. 1. California Express, arrives 7:30
to invest.
American Car and Foundry company,
1. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
of Milton. Pa., have been delivered No. 3, California Limited, arrives
to 1'ne Mexican Central road, via the 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
Santa Fe, at El Paso. This speaks No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
well for the oil development of our
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
sister republic.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:25 p. m.
Southbound.
The territorial board of equlliza-tio- No. !, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
HOW. Gold Ave.
will meet in Santa Fe Monday,
p. in.
LOANS.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
at which time assessment rates for Local freight train. No. 99, southroallroads, telegraph companies and
bound, departs at 6 a. ni., and carother corporate properties in the terriries passengers.
tory of New Mexico will be fixed.
Arrive From South.
O.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:59
insurance;
W. R. Martin, at present superina. m.
,
notary public.estate
tendent of the Gila Valley, Globe & No. 10 makes all local stops
of
east
6,
Room
Block, Albuquerque
Cromwell
Northern railroad, has accepted the
Albuquerque.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
office of superintendent of the new No. 1
runs direct to Los Angeles.
union depot at El Paso. Texas, artcr No. 7 runs
KOCXXXXXXOOOCOOCICXXXOOCIO
direct to San Francisco.
twice refusing tho berth.
No. 3 runs direct to Loe Angeles and
WE GIVE
San
Francisco.
C. W. Cook, Jr., traveling
frelg'nt
In
You best satisfaction
mill
agent for the Santa Fe system, passed All trains daily.
work.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
through the city tho other' evening,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
en route to Las Vegas from a trip to
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
El Paso, Texas.
ton news.
OOOCOOOCOOCOCXDCOCOCOOCXDO

and Fancy

A.

LAUNDRY CO

HAWK

OF P.

O.

tjf

You:- land, worth $2 an acre, la, by
the use of one of our Irrigation plants,
made worth $100 per acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation ana
Ptimpin? Machinery," and tell about
.vo ir requirements.
We can help you.

In 1882

F. C. PRATT

J

or Night

"Red Wagons"

PROPOSITION

BOARD

the Santa Fe's Helen cut-of'hat it would eem as though every
reader of uewspapers
should
Dr. J. V. Kaster, chief surgeon for
familiar wltn the subject, yet there the Santa Fe, with headquarters in
are many who do not realize the vast-nes- s Topeka, Kan., is In the city, accomof this undertaking of the Santa panied by J. II. Orllhth and James
It Thomas, two
Fe. nor how mammoth u project
members of the board
really Is.
of control of the Santa Fe Hospital
Really Is.
What the Cut-of- f
association.
They arrived from the
"cut-off,- "
In speaking of
people east la?t night and are spending the
as a rule understand It to mean a day In the city.
short fipur, or bit of track, between
"We are here for the day, simply
two points on the main line that ma- lixiking after the general interests of
terially lessens the difference be- the association." said the doctor, at
tween the terminals of the road. As the Alvarado this morning. "Formera general rule that Is whut It does ly we have only made one trip a
mean, but In the Instance of the He- year over the system, but the board
len cut-ofthe Atchison, Topeka & recently decided that things were conSanta Fe Hailroad company Is con- tinually changing and that two trips
structing a cut-ofthat has a mileage a year, one in
and one
almost as long as the distance be- in
would be for the bettween. St. Louis and Kansas City, or terment of the service. We are now
in actual miles, 260, and even at that on our
trip."
there will be but a small saving in
The doctor then began discussing
mileage between Kansas City and the the weather.
He stated that mild
roast, but It will permit the Santa Fe weather had prevailed
in Kansas up
to handle many times as much ton- to the time that he left a few days
nage on transcontinental
freight as ago, and he was very much surprisIt handles under present existing con- ed to find it so cold in New Mexico.
ditions.
Dr. Kaster and party expect to leave
for the east this evening on train
The Extent of the Cut-ofThe cut-of- f
extends, or will, when No. X.
.
,
completed, from Texlco to Belen and
from Helen to Rio Puerco, a total dis- ALBUQl'tRQUE TO REMAIN
tance of 2ti0 miles. At present, all
THE BASE OF SUPPLIES
transcontinental freight from the east,
handled by the Santa Fe, goes by way
of Kansas City, Mo., Emporia, Kan., CHANGE
OF CUSTER'S
OFFICE
La Junta, Colo., Trinidad, Colo, Las
MEANS CREATION- - OF NEW OFVegaa and this city, but with the comFICE IN COAST
LINES STOREpletion of foe cut-of- f
all these points,
KEEPER'S DEPARTMENT.
with the exception of Kansas City and
Emporia, will be cut off the routing,
The transfer of the headquarters of
and the freight will go by way of the I. J. Custer, storekeeper for the Santa
Pecos Valley route to Texico, thence Fe coast lines, to San Bernardino,
over the cut-of- f
to Helen, and on to wnich will take place on or ahout
Rio Puerco, where It will again strike March 1, includes simply that part of
the main line Into Los Angeles and tho department that has to lo with
San Francisco.
line business. Of the fifteen clerks
employed at the local storehouse, Mr.
History of Building of Cut-ofFor many years the management of Custer will take five of them with him
the Santa Fe tried to find means of,to San Bernardino, leaving nine or ten
avoiding the heavy grades at Raton to attend to the disbursement of supand Glorieta. The grade over the Ra- plies, as Albuquerque will continue to
ton mountain is 4 per cent and at be the base ofstores.
One thing will
Glorieta 3V per cent. The expense probably follow Mr. Custer's departure
Is
the creation of a new ofof hauling a heavy train up these and that
grades, toget'ner with the time lost fice in tho stores department of the
coast
lines. It is thought that an asin the operation, made the company
anxious to find some new routing sistant will be appointed to the chief
that would cut out these two mou- storekeeper, to take charge of the Antain.
As a result, engineer parties lbuquerque end of the business.
were !cnt out by the management,
with instructions to find a new route LECTURE IN SANTA FE
READING ROOM LAST NIGHT.
from Florence, Kan., to the coast, at
R. E. HIeronymus, the lecturer, acany cost. The civil engineers discov
ered that the Pecos alley line prac- - companied by his wife, left taut nteht
ieally paralleled the coast line in for Denver, after remaining over in
New Mexico, and surveys were made Albuquerque a day. .Mr. HIeronymus,
from Texico to Belen, showing beyond wl,o has been delivering lectures
a doubt that fl line could be built along tho route of the Santa Fe, In
along this survey, with an average the company reading rooms, delivered
grade of only .6 ,of
per cent. Al- his famous lecture. "Givlnir tho nieht
though the undertaking was on a of Way," in the local Santa Fe readmammoth scale, necessitating the ex- ing room last night.
A largo number of railroad men and
penditure of over $10,000,000, the management Immediately ordered the work others as well, were present at the
done, and the I.antry-SharConstrue lecture, which was a masterful effort.
ion company was awarded the con-ndemonstrated the oratorical now- or the speaker. Mr. Hierouymus,
tract.
i'rs
wno ' president of the Eureka
Division Points on New Route.
In Illinois, has spoken in the
f
completed.
the Helen
the mileage between Kansas City and '"'acting rooms at 11 Junta, Raton
Rio luerco will bo diminished twen Seligman, Barstow and Needles.
miles. This is but a small
Colonel C. E. Apponyl, Hungarian
saving in mileage, but the manage- count,
ment of the Santa Fe estimates that builder and an American railroad
engineer of some
one locomotive will be able to haul note, leftand civil
last night for the City of
he same amount of tonnage over the
cut-of- f
that it now taken four engines
to haul over the Raton and Glorieta
mountains. The new division points,
f
is completed, will
when the
he Wellington.Kan., Woodward, Okla..
and Amarillo, Texas, and Bpris and
Helen in New Mexico, the other western divisions remaining as they are.
Kansas Towns Scared.
While little has been said alsuit
the routing of transcontinental passenger trains when the cut-of- f
is finished, it Ik understood that there is
a flurry of excitement in Hutchison
tiecaitKe of the rumor that the management is seriously considering the
sending of all the California trains,
passenger ami freight, the same way;
that tio y will g, smith from Florence
to Augusta, thence southwest to Wellington and over the Pecos Valley
Belen is 31 miles
line. If this is done, Hutchinson and
Wichita, while they will continue to
be good towns from a railroad stand-Itoinwill have tho number of trains
which pass through them greatly
f

LIVERY

GRANNIS, Prop,
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. K
p
Day and Night Hack.
New
H Albuquerque.
Mexico. M
XXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXX

The company wa incorporated with
a capital stick of $10,000, of which
$!..Vmi was subscribed by the Atchison. Topeka fc Santa Ke Railroad
company. Its purposes are to Imy, acquire, develop and dispose of lands,
minerals, hotels, railroads In fact, a
little of everything pertaining to lands
and railroads.
SANTA FE HOSPITAL

CLUB

M
M

op foot.

Increases Tonnage on
New Route.

I

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

to be a strictly Santa Ke system
company, would
Indicate that the
Santa Ke has pome big land schemes

Saves but Little Mileage but

LONDON

Corner Second

tsnid

CUT-Of- F

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kinds of Fr-e- h
and 'Salt Mets.
Steam Sausage Factory.
7
EVI3 KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Str&c.

M

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE

THE IMMENSITY OF

Meat Market

s

All

g

Although the sale a a greater success than we
anticipated, our warehouse is still full of new and original designs
in nobby furniture and we will continue to sell you high grade goods
Just a little cheaper than yon can buy theni elsewhere. Wishing you
a happy and prosperous New Year, we are yours to servn,

o.ii & 2nd
Auto Phone 474

lffNBr-4aTr-

xxxrxxxxTiIxIx I XXXXXIXXl

m

a gieat success.

cor.

PAGE SEVEN.

The
1621-163-

Hendrie

S

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

Seventeenth Street,

9

n

DENVER,

4

COLORADO

0

RIO GRANDjE LUMBER CO.
Gcnf ral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

WALKER,

and
OLD

po-hi-

HICKORY

-

-

WAGONS

Is

...

REAL

nn

Tinr lAuLtr

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

ESTATE

Albuquerque, N. M.

THERE'S AN END
TO PATIENCE
mid money, und the unskilled plumber
who charges exorbitantly for indiffer-

LOANS

ent or absolutely worthless work will
soon fiud out. We leave It to your
good Judgment If It Isn't wisest to
patronize us, well known for furniBh-iufirst-clas- s
materias, and doing
honest, Hktllful work.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
g

The Standard Heating &

Plumbing Company
Auto. Phone 671.

Poiterfield & Co.

'

28.

Bell, Red

...OUR...

n

A. SLEYSTER
real

.

.

j.yrDer&co.

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
i
not as nood as a prescription from your doctor, but it is prepared
with as muh care, and Is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cougt.
Syrup we know of.

The Williams Drug Co.
117

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phone

cut-of-

3b XLn HEa IcsST

q

Mo

1

ISM.'

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison. Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

t,

Albuquerque Will Not Suffer.
,
j
With the completion of the
Albuquerque will not suffer any, as!
the shops, employing over 7oO men,
will still remain here, and though
there will not be as many trains
through hero a formerly, it will still
remain one of the chief stations between Kansas City and the coast, and
miles from Hebeing only thirty-onlen, will be easily accessible to the
main lino trains, in the event of the
road diverting the limited and the fast
overland passenger trains via the He-

Cut-o- ff

I:

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

j

cut-off-

e

len

cut-off-

SANTA

rT'"
restaurants,

?L

"""'""Y'"
Ub'.a

Td
rL?' (mraer1C"1
etc.

C

feet, laid out with broad SO and 70 foot streets,
with alleys 20 feet wide. !ik beautiful lake and public par and grand old shade
He School house, co.1
lA
Orgeat mercantile establishment ,n New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotel.,
sh pping point
wool. Bour. wheat, wine, beans and bay in CemrH New Mexi. o Its importance as a great commercial railroad city
tnthe near future cannoi be eatlmateo
P0PU18 l0D, 0f

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE
ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST ANO WEST NORTH AND SOUTH.
tie lot. offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many
0r the, Improved by cultivation); no sand or ,r,vel
We need a flrst-clabakery, tailor fto,.. aW house, teller, plnmhln, .bop pl.BDM
coal sod weed yard drue store, bame. shop,
etc Alio a flrst-cla- s
modern hotel.
ALL

I

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
DE
TERMS ON EASV PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WAR RANT
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

.

JOHN BECKER, President

'!.

BERGER. Secretary

vsizw mtots

--

atSULSSbw

,,

E DS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Gamnani
WM. M.

FE SYSTEM
HAS NEW LAND SCHEME.

Although the Santa Fe system
claims it has no land to sell to e ni
grants and settlers, a company recently incorporated at San
Bernardino.
Cal., bearing the name of the SaMa
Fe Land Improvement company, and

ue..

"altant;

'nspsa

--

h
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THE

LO(LVL AND

DAYS

GOLD

FRIDAY, JANUARY

FOR' YEARS TO COME.

A SALE YOU WILL TALK ABOUT

...
Are very trvlng to on.- wtiwe hjhi
Is all run down. ImwoM constipated
No wonder you
and hlool inmiiro.
and
lhi'hl
easily.
ao
take cold
fortify the syfttem by takinu

5, 1906.

-

P

.

CS1

'JST.

.MU

ll.T

V

PEUSONAIi

'"'JS

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Saturday.
Now the coal men of Alhuqu

nw

all

GREEN TAG SALE OF

Boys

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

You'll find Is splendid for
Pneumonia, also ror
any soft eoal to Chills, Coubs and Dyspepsia. Costive
rurlne Indigestion.
1 r ' "
neas. Bloating and Malaria.
them for some.
today, also m-- a free copy of our 1906
is glum
dniKglst.
you please ko to Alamanac from jmir
Is
coal jam.
Massey
(H.lfje to Raton. Mi".In Ills
ever so good,
new loThe most important point In shoe Is fit. IKlining u good business
alxmt th
clothier,
AlaiuU'Il.
Ask
the
particularly
Fit will atone for
ihey ar' Mk if they lack this sen!ial
he received from cution but he is H"1
Kent lemen's rubber
on the Raton went her.
q.
Fli:k
t.
on
parts
the
him
in
the
sk
Denver,
all
but
other
perfection
nthor lapses In shoe niacins. Iut
Gibson is entertaining a
Mrs !:
for
V. K. Nenl. territorial agent
or a diseither an
this week at. her home
nartv
vill not redeem a bad fit. A lu,l fit
house
msuium-l.ne
the Inion Central
Coal
on
very
avenui the guests lie- East
some
it
had.
out
looks
hnndinc;
not
company,
is
It
hurt
turber if the peace. If does
S Carter and baby,
!n.r
Charles
Mrs.
lOOtf.
useful calendars for
Mrs.
Ohio; Mr. anil
of
Cleveland.
Our ihoes are fitters, perfect !u this respect, without tiny excepat
O. D. Stewart, the tonoorinllsl
of Chicago; Mrs. V.
Gibson,
V.
John
of
one
In
your
put
foot
you
tion. You will notice this the instant
the Alvnrado, has returned lnun
C. Gaston, of Keyclesvillo, Mo., and
business trip to Kl Pn.. Mr. Stewi hem.
Major Ben Ali Loimsberry, of New
a
Is
art nays 'hat the I'nss City
York city.
lively place.
cashier of the
T. I,.
n tne
arrived
Meyers
MiHs
Flora
V
Osago City bank at Osage City, Kan.,
citv last niKht from St. lmi, anu accompanied by his brother, S. M.
wil, remain the rest of the winter, tne Marshall, arrived in the city last
$1.65 to $4.00
Men's Shoes, from
Rni-sof Mr. an.l Mrs. Henry Loebs, evening en route to El Paso, and
71 No'th Third wreet.
stopped off for a visit with their. old
Women' Snoea, f rom ... .$1.35 to $4.00
V. E. Dame. clerK of Hie district
friend, Chief of J'olice Thomas
V
to
$2.50
two
Shoea for Boy a and Girls. .$1.00
ourt, has koih' to Mexico for a
Messrs. Marshall will conweek" vacation. In Ins ai.sence, tinue their journey this evening.
clerk,
Miss A. C. Ilolni'i'tlst. drpu-Sidney Rosenwald. the dry goods
II look after 'tie business or f n' of
merchant, at the corner of Railroad
fice.
avenue and Third street, who was at
Rev. .1. D. Kingsbury, iti rliari;e of Denver the past week on business,;
Hi., fiintreu.it onal
Home .Mission
and pleasure, has returned to the city,
OUR NEW YEAR'S OFFERNG
ary work in Utah. Maim, Arizona and He reports having had a fine visit, ami
this Unito'y. arrived in me cny m" suya that the weather in Denver dur- was exceedingly
r.lfiht frmn Salt Lake City, and will ing the holidays
K vera"i
your
'lays.
good for shopping, the merchants do- remain
worth
well
is
pure
foods
in
i
I'll
wife of the Ing a big business.
thoughtful attention mince meat, of
Mrs. V. V. Havens,
league orsanlzer, arcourse, the pure kind; relishes, conJohn Wade, a business man from
diments, flour, sugar, coffee, tea,
rived In the city last night from Aberdeen, S. D.. arrived in the city
luxnnrt
1.
Rev.
spices all the staples and all the
yesterday to join his wife and the lal- Mitchell. S. P.. on No.
Mrs. Havens will make Albuquerque ter's sister, Mrs. James L. liairu,
uries you can think of, many you may
not call to mind. Our goods, our serho nave been Bojourning nere nr
their home In the future.
vice, our prices are right In line with
E. Learnnrd. father of Geo. the past month. Mr. Wade expressed
James
s
grocc-land.
In the
those of the best
P. Ix'arnnrd, Is reported much better himself as being well pleased witn
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
lliuquernue, and contemplates mov
today. The senior Learnard was re
canted as ser ous y 11 the other aay. ing here and engaging In rr.e real esand his many friends will read with tate business.
Chris Scheele, of Helen, who with
pleasure that announcement tnat ne
St.
Nos. 11$ and 120, South Second
is better.
several other friends, was poisoned
Two marriage licenses were is at a dinner party Scheele gave, sup
ana
sued yesterday by Probate Clerk J. posedly from eating roast pig,
They were to Onifrlo who Is con lined at the local hospital
A. Summers.
diagnosed
Lucero and Juan Romein Garcia, of ero with what has been
Im
San Antonio, and Ocadiz Ramirez, of as typhoid fever, was very much wno
proved today. Carlos Huning,
Ranchos de Atrlsco and Ixirenzo
ttended the Scheele party, died, u
of La Tijera.
111
be remembered, a few days ago.
Charles SchafTer. who was stricken
Justice Hovey, at Algodones, has
with apoplexy some days ateo, has so
an Infar improved as to be out of danger. discharged Miguel Archlbeque,
vil
Although still numb, and paralyzed dian residing at the San Felipecarry
lage for the alleged crime or
In some portions of his body, the atweapons
tending physician states that he will ing concealed and deadlypeace,
albreach
of
for
the
and
recover.
completely
eventually
Filled.
Mail
in San Felileged
occurred
have
to
return
T. N. Wilkerson, since his
pe Christmas morning during a fiesta
from a visit to relatives anil menus being
held at the home of a neigh
u Missouri, has been quite ill from
boring
Indian.
a severe cold coniracieu ou ma
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
j
There will be a regular meeting of
trip to the city. He reports
5, G. A. R..
himself much better today, but BtiU G. K. Warren post No. Saturday
ev
held In I. O. O. F. hall
!
N. M.
not as well as he desires to be.
ening, January 6, 19(10, at 7 o'clock
Max B. Fitch, the mining man, Is sham.
At 7:31) o'clock, sham. G. K.
in the city from Socorro, on business Warren Woman s Relief corps No. l
and for the purpose of meeting an and Joint A. Igan circle No. 1. G
aunt, Mrs. Flora Brown, who win
R-- .
will join the post for public in
arrive this evening from Redlanda, stallation
of officers elected for the
Cal. Mrs. Brown will visit Mr. and ensuing year.
J. G. Caldwell, P.' O.
Mrs. Filch at Socorro for several W. W. McDonald, adjutant.
months.
of the thaw the cross
As a
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
The Citizen has received an Invi ings at result
avenue and Second
Railroad
of
marriage
tation to attend the
sloppy. The city
are
rather
street
Garcia,
E.
Fox.
Successors to Mr. H.
marillita Torres and Serafln
the street comshould
dads
instruct
morning,
Monday
which will occur
to put in better crossings
January 8. at the San Felipe de Nerl, missioner
Only about 100 copies of. the New
and a balle in honor of the couple Year s edition of The Evening
'
uiu
.
Having purchased the stock and good will of Mr. H. E. Fox
evening
Los
that,
at
will be held
zen remain, unsold, and the demand
Grlegos.
patronage.
your
respectfully
you
copies,
we
If
good,
want
solicit
so
Is
in the above business,
still
Attaches of St. Joseph's sanitarium (wrapied ready for mailing, for five
renort this afternoon that there Is cents), you had better call soon.
We nhall offer for sale for delivery February L two black walnut
no change for the better In the con1
Meyers, of tne whole'
Major
wall cases and some up to date show cases, to make room for our
ditloa of Marcus Llese who was stab sale HonorErneM
firm located on Silver ave
by
Thorn
head
of
bed
in
back
the
the
nue,
First and Second
new furnishings. Call at the store and inspect them.
as Mexwell at Thoreau recently. No streets,between
leave Sunday morning
hope is entertained for the recovery for tne will
east. He will go first to
of Llese.
Ixmlavillo, Ky., where he will visit
reported
was
Cams,
who
H.
C.
Dr.
some of the big distilleries located
South Second Street
The Arch Front
ill by a morning paper, called at the thereabouts, and from there to New
today
Evening
Citizen
office of The
York city. He expects to be absent
and stated that he had positive ob several months, and will probably at
jections to being chronicled as 111, tend the "inauguration of President
when he is the perfect , picture of Roosevelt, at Washington on the th
health, and making regular calls to of March.
his patients.
At 7 o'clock yesterday morning a
0 Dr. D. P Stradley. of Longmont thermometer
at the corner of Rail
Colo., who arrived in the city New road aveuue and Second street, reg
Year's day, aceopipauled by his wife, istered 14 degrees above zero. Thla
ui their upanmeuts in this city morning the same thermometer
at
yesterday, from tuberculosis. The re the same hour, registered M degrees
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
mains weie taken to Ixjngmout last above zero. Albuquerque's climate Is
night by his wife, where Interment resuming its normal self again. At
I have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
will take place.
torneys returning from attending 8U
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
Miss Eleancr Spears, formerly a preuie court at Suuta Fe say that it
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
nurse at the local Indan school, has is Ice cold at Santa Fe, and they are
O
them to an eastern wholesale market.
been annotated a teacher In the glad to get back where It Is com
Z
school at San Felipe, an Indian vil- fortable again.
uear thla city. Fred Robertson
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
$ lage wife,
Shine your shot-and put a new
who were In charge of the
and
school,
have, been transferred to pair of laces 'In them, and you will im
prove their looks 100 per cent. Beside'
Little Water, Ariz.
our Polishes will soften the leath
There will be a regular meeting of thla
and tncreaae the life of your foot
Harmony lodge No. 1. I. O. O. F. er
We have received the sole agency for the new Burglar
BURGLARS
10c, 15c and 25c packages
this evening In Odd Fellows' hall. The wear. C.In MAY'S
SHOE STORE,
Patented Alarm. Can be adjusted by anybody to any door or window in
following ottlcers for the ensuing year
314 West Railroad Avenue.
ten seconds. RInes. and continues to ring whenever h door or window Is
O. 1 Rice, no
will be Installed:
vice
bio crand: S. D. Sanderson,
opened, even a half inch. The price of this alarm everywhere Is $3. Call
SPtCIAL SALE
grand: J. J. Votaw. secretary, and
and see It. A good canvasser wanted.
Emil Mann, treasurer.
20c
Package Postum Cereal
Building Inspector A. M. Whitcomb
LEADING JEWELER.
10c
Package Pancake Flour
received a box of cigars this morn
25c
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ing from Robert Massey, who recently
liars Laundry Soap
Pound Mocha and Java Coffee.. 25c
noved his cigar factory from Aiuu
23c
Parrel Uinger Snaps
25c
Cans Corn
10 Pound Can Pure Leaf I.ard...$1.0
(large)
3oc
1 Dozen Orange
2Sc
1 Dozen Eggs (Per dozen)
ISc
2 Pound Soda Crackers
8 Cans American Sardines, in oil.. 25c
Drop in and see the fine line of
Gloves on Special Sale.

Shoes Fit
I

eye-sor-

tell.
low thev 'haven't
self.
And if you ask
In a voice that
Tlify reply: "Will
some oilier

l

e

Semi-Annu- al

Here is undoubtedly the biggest bargain which has ever been offered the people of
Albuquerque. The coats are new fall stock, made in all the latest styles, in plaids, blues,
greys and blacks; Peter Thompsons, Reefers, liox coats, and other Fancy shapes.
Sizes, 3 to 9.
25 of these coats only, worth

$7

j

ooooooooooooo

j
j

t

25 Boys Overcoats, Special, $3.90

t

Vococoooooooccoocooo
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A Great
which everv article adver
f!1n.
tised must be sold. Wise buyers will be early. Some lines are limited.
uveiy auutiK. mat conirioutes tO tniS great event, ia yiuuou nuu icauy lur
such an onslaught of buyers, as has never before been seen here. We
anticipate tremendious response, because we KNOW the values are not
to be approached elsewhere, either in the prices you pay or the values
you get. You will quickly see the advantage of laying in an entire
supply for your boy.

Vat-shall-

t

ClothSng-Fttgqishin-

9, each Green Tagged $3.90

tO

20' to 25 per cent has been made on every

A reduction in prices of

BOYS SUIT IN THE STORE

j

Anti-Salo-

H's T75c

Green Tagged

45c

50c

90c

T.d.30c

SIMON STERN,

The R. R. Avenue Ootlrer

Be Fleasea

Yw-WSi- t

With our elegant line of

IMPORTED CUTLERY
The largest in the South-

west

"

P

P

P

A fine assortment of Five o'clock Teas, Chafing Dishes, Heme
Comfort and Miller Steel Ranges, "THE WORLD'S BEST." A
large stock of

Rome

Nickel-Plate-

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

The finest goods made. You will not leave our store
disappointed. The largest Hardware House in the

Southwest.

WHITNEY COMPANY!
J-5- -r

South First Street

North First Street

401-40- 3

the Pawn Broker

oooooooooo
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We Have a Complete Line of Boy's

Overcoats from 3 to 20 Years, Ranging from

03.OO to

12.50

Ask. to see our Boy's Special

Juvenile
Overcoat, with Military Buttons and
Trimmings at 3,and $3.50

4

SWEATERS

Green Tagged

Boys WAISTS
Green Tagged

FLEECED LINED AND CAMELS HAIR

dl-.'- J

II

Boys $1.25 Fancy

Any garment boys underwear,

DIAMONDS !

WALKOVER

Mother's Friend

$1.00 BOYS NIGHT SHIRTS 45c EACH

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.

000000CHIO00

Doys$t.oo
STIFF SHIRTS

Albuquerque,

First and Marquette,

HENRY YANOW,

SPECIAL

An-gur-

ie-tu- rn

f

SPECIAL

45c

00O000000O000

Lttmbeis

all wool

I'ANTS
Tiren Tagged

F. F. TROTTER

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
Orders Promptly

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

$3.50 SHOES

DUTCHESS TROUSERS

IESo cOJ,
WHOLESALE

Antonio Armijo, Proprietor.
o
Turkeys,
Dinks,
Dresoed
Sancy
and Chickens, freshly killed for Sunday. Give us your order.

UOUTH SECOND

Thos. F. Kcleher

OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXX)COOO
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
OLD CLOTHING.

Saddles. Lap
Harness,
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts fire years and
stops leaka. Cash paid for Hides and
Pells.

303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
Corner of Silver Avenue.
OOOOOOCOOCOOOCX30COCX3COO&

WEST

109

AVENUE.

OUR TELEPHONE IS
320.
CROWN 8TULIO.
DANCEI

DANCE!

DANCE!

A Citizen want ad will get the bust
tnmnrrniu
vr iJ
v.
i
1ia
I iVTT
Gentlemen, 50c; ladles free.
ness. Try one.
i

V

Proprietors

I

OCOo
RETAIL

HARDWARE

I

i irli4
Ul(jUU

WM. McINTOSH

Colo.Phone 197
ARE

AGENTS FOR

.

Handsome floral

Decorate
Skillful arrangemeut combin.'d
with artistic taste au! eU"ii-efrenh cut flowers make our llural
of much admiradesigns the
tion.

,riol?'8r

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 118.

RAILROAD

Langer,

Co.
Winchester Repeating Arms
Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
Studebaker Bros. Mfg.&Co.
Co.
Fairbanks Morse
Starrett Tools
Great Western Stove
21 S West Railroad Ave.

Dance at the Casino Saturday even
Mueic by the Loefcs Devine orchestra. Only respectable people

IVESf

M.

Auto. Phone 185

Ing.

31

OILS.

leather,

WE

THe

AND

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

PAiNTS.

IPOS'!? aS

C F. MYERS

NEW YORK FAIR STORE.

oljt

CO. STREET
E. L, WASHBURN
122

WEST GOLO AVENUE

Notice.
Antonio Armijo & Co.. proprietors
of the New York Fair Store, have disMr. Antonio Arsolved partnership.
mijo t to pay all the liabilities of the
firm to date and will collect all accounts which are due to said firm.
ANTONIO ARMIJO.
January 2. 190G.
o
READ THIS.
GOOD THINGS TO EAT AND
GOOD SERVICE AT ROBERT'S
120 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
SINGLE MEALS, 25c.

!9

AT.mJOUEROUE.

-

-

-

-

Co.

NEW MEXICO

r
S
v

